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ABSTRACT 
A SMALL LOOK AT THE BIG PICTURE: LINKING GEOPOTENTIAL 
HEIGHT ANOMALIES TO PALEOFLOODS ON THE SNAKE RIVER, 




A combined paleoflood and flood hydroclimatology study on the 
Snake River in Idaho and Oregon suggests a link between floods and patterns 
of geopotential height anomalies over the North Pacific Ocean. Examination 
of the paleoflood record in two 4-m (12 ft) tall terraces along the Hells 
Canyon reach of the Snake River in Idaho and Oregon shows evidence of at 
least twenty-two late-Holocene extreme floods that occurred approximately 
5,000 years. The ages of paleoflood deposits at these sites fall into two time 
periods, from 5130 ± 40 to 1960 ± 40 yr BP and from 320 ± 40 yr BP to post-AD 
1950 with one flood deposit in between. The significant reduction in the 
number of deposits between these two time ranges suggests a hiatus in floods 
that were able to leave slackwater deposits above the 3-m (9 ft) height 
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Examination of a 52-year record of recent flood-climate variability 
shows a consistent pattern of northeast trending negative geopotential height 
anomalies over the northern Pacific Ocean prior to extreme winter floods on 
the Snake River. The pattern of northeast-trending negative geopotential 
height anomalies in winter may be responsible for the floods that generated 
the 5,000-year long paleoflood record on the Snake River. 
Since the Snake River drains a climatically diverse region, 
understanding the nature of past floods on the river enhances a larger effort 
to understand the links between flood hydroclimatology and flood frequency 
in the northwestern United States. 
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The purpose of this study is to combine paleoflood analysis and flood 
hydroclimatology in the Pacific Northwest by: 
1. examining slackwater deposits at the Tin Shed and China Rapids 
sites to chronicle extreme meteorological paleofloods in the Holocene 
along the Snake River in Hells Canyon, Idaho and Oregon (Figure 1), 
2. investigating modern large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns 
that control flood-producing meteorologic conditions based on the 
coincidence of historical patterns of geopotential height anomalies, 
precipitation and extreme floods in the Snake River basin to create an 
analogue and 
1 
using the modern flood-climate analogue developed in the above 
investigation to suggest a link between patterns of geopotential 
height anomalies and paleofloods at the Tin Shed and China Rapids 
sites. 
BACKGROUND 
Benefits of a combined study in the Snake River basin. 
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Combined studies of paleofloods and flood hydroclimatology take 
aspects of the hydrologic cycle into consideration to understand floods, 
provide detailed information about flood behavior and can suggest long-
range climate variability. Although there is an abundant record available that 
chronicles the occurrence of extreme floods for several hundred years (Lamb, 
1982; Said, 1993; Wohl and Enzel, 1995), and floods are influenced by 
hydrometeorologic conditions controlled by large-scale atmospheric 
conditions; engineers, for example Moon et al. (1993), tend to rely on the 
statistical analysis of instrumental, or historical stream-gauge records to 
understand floods. Combined paleoflood and flood hydroclimatologic 
analyses take a holistic approach to understanding floods by recognizing that 
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various components of the hydrologic cycle are mutually dependent. 
Further, combined analyses examines component relationships, such as large-
scale atmospheric patterns that control flood-producing hydrometeorologic 
conditions (flood hydroclimatology) and the resulting temporal and physical 
response of floods (paleoflood analysis). The combined study of paleofloods 
at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites and large-scale atmospheric patterns 
that are associated with modern floods in the Snake River basin will benefit 
the understanding of floods in the Pacific Northwest. Prior to this study 
Chatters and Hoover (1992) examined the relationship between climate in 
Washington and floods along the Columbia River; other studies have been 
done that associate stream flow and climate (Meko and Stockton, 1984; Cayan 
and Peterson, 1989; Redmond and Koch, 1991; Lall and Tarboton, 1996), but 
little work has been done in the Snake River basin that specifically considers 
floods and their relationship to the atmospheric patterns controlling flood-
producing hydrometeorologic conditions there. 
Paleoflood research. The idea of analyzing paleofloods by studying 
layers of fine-grained slackwater sediment packages along canyon walls and 
river embankments was promoted by Baker (1987), who noted that in bedrock 
canyons extreme floods leave evidence of their occurrence when fine-grained 
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sediments settle out of suspension in niches and backwater eddies where 
velocity is low. Examination of slackwater deposits is a good means of 
establishing a lengthy record of extreme pre-historic flood events because they 
are distinct sequential layers of sediments that preserve evidence of the timing, 
stage, and number of floods over thousands of years (Baker, 1987). Because the 
deposition occurs fairly high above the river channel along canyon walls, the 
sedimentary record is left largely undisturbed for long periods of time after 
deposition. Assumptions made in paleoflood analytical studies are that little 
stream channel aggradation or degradation has occurred and that the hydraulic 
regime has remained consistent for the period of record (Baker, 1987; Kochel 
and Baker, 1988). These assumptions are most useful in the reconstruction of 
paleoflood magnitude. 
Little attention was given to the geologic evidence of extreme flood 
events until recently, even though Patton and Dibble (1982) and Baker (1987) 
showed that examination of slackwater deposits lengthens the record of 
floods by as much as ten thousand years. Ely and Baker (1985), Jarrett and 
Costa (1988), O'Connor and Webb (1988), Klawon (1999), and Orth and Ely 
(1999) among others successfully used paleoflood studies to reconstruct the 
magnitude of past floods; Ely and Baker (1985), Chatters and Hoover (1986), 
Enzel et al. (1994) extended the length of the record for flood frequency 
calculations; House and Hirschboeck (1997) related modern climate and 
floods and Ely et al. (1993) and Ely (1997) linked paleofloods to modern 
climate. 
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Flood hydrodimatology research. Hirschboeck (1988) promoted the 
idea of examining large-scale atmospheric patterns to understand the 
behavior of floods by pointing out that precipitation duration and intensity is 
controlled by larger-scale atmospheric conditions. Hirschboeck (1988) further 
suggested that since precipitation is a primary factor in the production of 
floods a good method of understanding floods might be to examine their 
response to variations in hydrometeorologic conditions and large-scale 
atmospheric pattern anomalies. 
Combined paleoflood and flood hydroclimatologic research. Previous 
combined paleoflood and flood hydroclimatologic studies by Benito et al. 
(1996), House and Hirschboeck (1997) and House (1999) provided insight into 
possible causes of paleoflood events by examining large-scale atmospheric 
patterns governing both the recurrence and magnitude of historical storms and 
floods and Ely et al. (1993) suggested the presence of a consistent pattern of 
geopotential height anomalies just prior to winter floods in the southwestern 
United States. 
Physiography of the Columbia Intermontane Sub-Provinces. 
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The Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River lies in the Columbia Basin 
and Central Mountains sub-provinces of the Columbia Intermontane province 
(Figures 1 and 2). The Columbia Basin sub-province on the northern end of 
Hells Canyon is characterized by upwarped Tertiary basalt flows overlain by 
sedimentary deposits. The Central Mountains sub-province consists of folded 
and faulted uplifts including the Seven Devils, Wallowa and Ochoco Mountain 
Ranges. The southwestern portion of the central and lower Snake River Basin 
is within the Central Mountain sub-province and defined by the Malheur-
Owyhee Upland which is a warped plateau underlain by Cenozoic lava flows 
(Rosenfeld, 1993). 
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Figure 1. Snake River drainage basin. Tin Shed and China Rapids sites (red star). Hells Canyon (bright 
green line) lies between Oxbow Dam and the mouth of the Grande Ronde River. Tributaries in the upper 
Snake River basin are outside of the study area and not shown on the map. Dams (black rectangles). 
Columbia River (bold black line, upper left). Map constructed from information provided by U.S. Army 
Corps ofEngineers (1941) and Muckleston (1993) 
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Figure 2. Schematic map of the Pacific Northwest sub-provinces. The lower and central Snake River 
drainage basin (Fig. 1) includes portions of the Columbia Intermontane and Rocky Mountain provinces 
(green line). The Columbia Intermontane Province includes the Columbia Basin (orange line), Central 
Mountains (light blue line) and High Lava Plains sub-basins. Thin black lines define sub-provinces that are 
not included in the central and lower Snake River drainage basins. The Snake River is shown in dark blue. 
The Columbia River is shown in black. Map redrawn from Rosenfeld (1993). 
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Snake River drainage basin. The Snake River is the largest tributary to 
the Columbia River and annually discharges an average of 4.54 x 109 m3 (36.8 
million acre-feet) of water into the Columbia River (Muckleston, 1993). The 
Snake River drainage basin is approximately 282,000 km2 (109,000 mi2) in area 
and is divided into the upper, central and lower Snake River basins. Hells 
Canyon begins at Oxbow Dam in the central Snake River basin and ends at the 
mouth of the Grande Ronde River in the lower Snake River basin (Figure 1). In 
the central and the lower basin major tributaries to the Snake River are the 
Owyhee, Malheur, Powder, Irnnaha, and Grande Ronde Rivers in Oregon and 
the Boise, Payette, Weiser, Salmon and Clearwater Rivers in Idaho. Most of 
these rivers have their headwaters in mountainous regions surrounding the 
Snake River. Runoff in the basin is highest during spring months as snow 
melts at higher elevations (Muckleston, 1993). The major anthropogenic 
influence on runoff in the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River is 
hydroelectric power production. Brownlee, Oxbow and Hells Canyon Dams 
are at the upstream end of the canyon (Figure 1). In 1967 Idaho Power began 
using Hells Canyon Dam to regulate the distribution of water through the 
canyon by storing water during normally high runoff periods and releasing it 
during low flow periods. The regulated discharge is not enough, however, to 
vary the timing of natural seasonal runoff patterns (Muckleston, 1993). 
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Aside from regulated flow, the major anthropogenic activity on the 
Snake River in Hells Canyon is recreational use. Most of the reach is used for 
recreational activities such as fishing, boating, hiking and camping, and good 
portions of it are designated "Wild and Scenic" or a "Wilderness Area" by the 
United States government. Recreational activities conducted in the canyon 
have little effect on Snake River runoff. 
Geomorphology of the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River. Hells 
Canyon is host to the Snake River as it makes its tortuous journey over the 
rocky terrain from Oxbow Dam north to the confluence with the Grande Ronde 
River (Vallier, 1998) (Figure 1). The Wallowa Mountains of Oregon and the 
Seven Devils Mountain Range of Idaho that border the canyon on either side 
are of sufficient height to lend credence to the argument that Hells Canyon is 
the deepest canyon on the North American Continent. The mountains were 
formed primarily from island arc-continental collision (Vallier, 1998) and later 
incised by the Snake River. Over 2,000,000 years ago significant alteration to 
Hells Canyon geomorphology is thought to have occurred when head ward 
erosion caused the draining of paleo-Lake Idaho. The volume of water that 
went north through the canyon and eventually into the Columbia River was 
large enough to incise the canyon and capture the Salmon River (Wheeler and 
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Cook, 1954). Incision has continued until present due in part to tectonic activity 
in the region. Since the Lake Idaho event, the greatest contributor to alteration 
of canyon geomorphology in a single event is thought to have been the glacial 
Lake Bonneville flood (O'Connor, 1993) approximately 13,000 years ago. Other 
contributions to geomorphologic change in the canyon are landslides and 
associated activity, alluvial fan development (Vallier, 1998) and, on a much 
smaller scale, slackwater deposit accumulation. 
Hells Canyon flood terraces. Today, the following three levels of flood 
terraces can be found in the canyon: 
1. terraces formed by the Bonneville Flood, 
2. flood terraces formed by the Snake River breaching landslide da1ns 
within the canyon and 
3. slackwater deposit accumulated flood terraces. 
During the last glacial maximum, the highest stand of Lake Bonneville 
formed near today's Salt Lake City, Utah due to a landslide. Approximately 
13,000 years ago lake water breached the dam, and sent catastrophic-scale 
floodwater and sediment into the Snake River Canyon. Lake Bonneville 
floodwater altered the geomorphology in the canyon in two ways; it leveled 
off older landslide debris accumulations and alluvial fans and formed 
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gigantic flood terraces from sediment brought downstream in the floodwater. 
Bonneville Flood deposits form the highest flood terraces in the canyon. In 
some instances, they are approximately 100 m (303 ft) above average river 
stage and topped with large boulders several tens of meters above current 
river stage (O'Connor, 1993). Landslides within the canyon, like the Rush 
Creek landslide, are thought to be responsible for the formation of flood 
terraces several meters above current average river stage. The sequence of 
events are thought to have been similar to ones causing the Lake Idaho and 
Bonneville Floods but on a smaller scale (Vallier, 1998). Slackwater deposits 
form the lowest stand of flood terraces, which are 10 m (30 ft) or less above 
current average river stage. Slackwater deposits formed flood terraces along 
the Snake River in more recent times as floods generated in direct response to 
meteorologic conditions deposited entrained sediments in backwater eddies 
where stream velocity was low. Though flood terraces or flood bars are 
abundant in the canyon, with the exception of the Bonneville Flood little 
attention has been given to the extreme events that created these features. As 
previously mentioned in this section, this study focuses on analysis of late-
Holocene slackwater deposits in flood terraces at the Tin Shed and China 
Rapids sites and suggest a pattern of geopotential height anomalies that 
could have caused the paleofloods. 
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Climate in the Intermontane and Central Mountains Sub-Provinces. 
Precipitation and temperature. Climate in eastern Oregon and western 
Idaho is arid to semi-arid. Moisture in the region is brought from the Pacific 
Ocean and rainfall is controlled by the orographic effect of the various 
mountains between the west coast and the Continental Divide Oackson, 1993). 
Temperature, precipitation and runoff in the sub-provinces vary with respect to 
inland distance from the Pacific coastline and elevation above sea level. There 
are one hundred and twenty or fewer freeze-free days in a year at mid-altitudes 
and approximately thirty freeze-free days in mountainous areas. On average, 
temperature ranges from a low of approximately 7° C (20° F) in January to a 
high of approximately 41 ° C (90° F) in July, but in the Snake River valley 
portion of Hells Canyon temperature can be as high as 61 ° C (110° F) because of 
low elevation and rapid land mass heating. Precipitation, usually in the form 
of snow, is highest in December, January and February. Annual precipitation 
amounts range from 25 cm (10 in) per year in valleys to 102 cm (40 in) per year 
at higher elevations Oackson, 1993). 
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Snake River Basin flood-producing atmospheric processes. Processes 
that influence precipitation are moist air mass formation, atmospheric 
temperature variation, atmospheric density variation, and wind activity. The 
interchange of these various processes sets the stage for precipitation; certain 
temporal and spatial variations in the processes generate floods (Hirschboeck, 
1991). 
Moist air masses form when water is retrieved from oceans and stored 
as vapor in the atmosphere. Warm tropical air holds more water vapor than 
cooler polar air; therefore most precipitation is associated with a tropical air 
mass. For the Pacific Northwest, air mass source regions are the Pacific Ocean 
and Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico. Most often, air masses originating 
over the Pacific Ocean and brought into the Pacific Northwest on a belt of 
westerly winds deliver moisture to the Intermontane and Central Mountain 
sub-provinces. More rarely, moisture-laden air affecting the sub-provinces 
moves in from the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico when cells of high 
pressure shift to the west and allow warm moist air masses to move across the 
continent or passageways over the Gulf of Mexico allow for moisture delivery 
into the eastern part of the Snake River basin. 
Moisture-laden air must cool and condense in order for 
precipitation to occur. The four mechanisms associated with uplift are the 
following: 
1. thermal convection in moist unstable air, 
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large-scale frontal convergence of contrasting air masses that force 
warm moist air over cool dry air, 
3. vertical motion resulting from disturbances in the upper atmosphere; 
and 
4. orographic uplift resulting from high topographic relief such as 
mountains or hills (Hirschboeck, 1991). 
Convectional processes are a key mechanism in summer precipitation 
over Hells Canyon; they generally produce localized thunderstorms that can 
lead to flooding in small drainage basins. The average number of days during 
which convectional processes can happen over the canyon ranges from less 
than one day in winter to ten days in summer (Hirschboeck, 1991). Although 
this process has not been shown to be a large flood-producing mechanism on 
the Snake River in Hells Canyon, it generates extreme runoff during summer 
on tributaries along the eastern flank of the basin and is held responsible for 
some of the most catastrophic floods in north-central Oregon. One was in 1903 
in the Willow Creek watershed (Tables 1), which is much smaller than the 
Snake River watershed. 
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Large-scale frontal convergence processes are less intense, of greater 
areal extent and longer duration than convectional processes. This process is a 
regular producer of precipitation across the U.S. and is often associated with 
floods. In the Snake River basin large-scale frontal convergence processes are 
most likely to occur in winter (Hirschboeck, 1991). More notable floods in 
Idaho and Oregon by Paulson et al. (1991) standards have been associated with 
large-scale frontal convergence processes (Tables 1 and 2). 
Vertical motion due to upper atmospheric disturbances can generate 
both local and widespread precipitation. Duration is the operative word in this 
process because non-stop precipitation can persist for several days or, over the 
course of several weeks, intermittent precipitation can occur repeatedly over 
the same location. Maddox et al. (1979) and Maddox (1980) attributed flash 
flooding in the west to this vertical motion due to atmospheric disturbances; 
therefore it could also be responsible for some of the spring floods in Idaho and 
Oregon. 
Orographic lifting can have either local or widespread effects and is a 
more effective producer of precipitation when mountain ranges or hills are 
perpendicular to wind direction. This mechanism is responsible for both the 
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large accumulation of snow in mountainous regions and the rain shadow effect. 
The orographic effect is suggested as a flood-producing factor in Idaho and 
Oregon floods when spring floods occur or rain on snow, snowmelt or floods 
exacerbated by ice jams are listed as the cause (Tables 1 and 2). 
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TABLE 1 MAJOR FLOODS IN OREGON* 
Date Area Affected Recurrence 
interval 
(year) 
1813 Willamette River Basin Unknown 
December 12, 1861 Willamette River & Oregon 100 
coastal rivers 
February 5, 1890 Willamette River & Oregon 50 
coastal rivers 
June, 1894# Columbia River Main Stem 100 
June 14, 1903t,§ Willow Creek >100 
January 1 to 8, 1923 Willamette River, Lower and 10 to 100 
Middle Columbia River 
March 31 to April 1 , Western and Northeastern 10 to 50 
1931 Oreqon 
May to June 1948 Columbia River Main Stem >50 
December 1955 to Columbia River, Snake 10 to 50 
January 1956 River, Willamette River and 
Oregon coastal rivers 
July 13, 1956t Meyers Canyon >100 
December 1965 to Pacific Northwest and 25 to >100 
January 1966 Northern California 
July 26, 1965t Lane Canyon >100 
January 1972 Lower Willamette, Sandy 10 to 100 
River and north Oregon 
coastal areas 
December 1978 Willamette River and 25 
northern coastal areas 
December 25, 1980§ Polallie Creek >100 
February 1982 Klamath River 50 
Note: *Table reconstructed from Paulson et al. ( 1991) 
tFlash flood. 
§Most catastrophic flood. 
#Landslide and debris flows. 
**Largest observed on the Columbia River. 
ttAssociated with convectional thunderstorm. 
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TABLE 2. MAJOR FLOODS IN IDAHO* 
Date Area Affected Recurrence 
interval 
(year) 
June 6, 1894 Statewide Unknown 
May 19, 1927t Upper Snake River Basin Unknown 
December 23, 1933§ Spokane River Basin 40 to >100 
April to June 1943 Boise and Payette River Unknown 
basins 
May 28 to June 1, Northern and western Idaho 20 to 50 
1948 
December 18 to 23, Weiser, Payette, Boise and Unknown 
1955# Little Salmon Rivers basins 
August 20, 1959** Boise River basin >100 
February 10 to 14, Southern and eastern Idaho 20 to >100 
1962tt 
February 1 to 2, Southern and central Idaho Unknown 
1963§§ 
December 21 to 23, Statewide below 6000 ft 20 to >100 
1964tt elevation 
January 13 to 17, Northern and central Idaho >100 
1974 
June 6 to 19, 1974 Statewide 40 to >100 
June 5, 1976 ..... Eastern Idaho Unknown 
May 15 to June 21, Eastern and central Idaho 50 to >100 
1984*** 
June 4 to 12, 1986 Bear River basin 50 to >100 
Note: *Table reconstructed from Paulson et al. (1991). 
tCaused by landslide washout. 
§Associated with warm frontal storm. 
#Caused by runoff at low altitudes. 
**Caused by thunderstorm. 
ttRunoff greatest over frozen ground at high altitude. 
§~Worsened by ice jams, ##Teton River darn breach. 
Caused by rain on snowpack. 
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PALEOFLOOD STUDY SITES 
Tin Shed and China Rapids sites. 
The Tin Shed and China Rapids sites are ideal for a combined paleoflood 
and flood hydroclimatology study because of the ease of access to the sites, arid 
to semi-arid climate, bedrock canyon with steep walls and presence of flood 
terraces (Figures 1 and 3). The best road to the Snake River between Hells 
Canyon Dam and Lewiston is the road to Pittsburg Landing, Idaho and both 
sites are within 4.8 km (3 mi) of Pittsburg Landing. The two sites are 
approximately 51.2 km (32 mi) downstream from Hells Canyon Dam. The Tin 
Shed site is on the west bank of the Snake River near river milepost 215 and the 
China Rapids Site is on the east bank at river milepost 217 (Figure 3). 
Tin Shed site. The Tin Shed Site forms a 270-m (818 ft) long 4-to 5-m (12 
to 15 ft) high flood terrace nestled against a steep bedrock canyon wall and 
alluvial fan deposits. It is identified easily on aerial photographs because it is a 
Figure 3. NAPP aerial photo of the Snake River between the Tin Shed and China Rapids Sites. Taken on June 30, 1998. Notice the small abrupt channel 
width expansion (nick in the channel) at these two sites. Photo obtained from USGS EROS Data Center. 
N 
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lateral embayment adjacent to an escarpment along the channel edge at the 
beginning of the meander south of Pittsburg Creek (Figures 3 and 4). The 
following circumstances create the meander: 
1. a low stand of Bonneville Flood deposits (O'Connor, 1993), 
2. the accumulation of alluvium from Pittsburg Creek, and 
3. the presence of a fault line that runs parallel to the creek's edge for 
several meters (Vallier, 1998). 
On the south or upstream end of the site, flood terrace deposits pinch 
out at a vertical cliff face making up the channel edge. Eddying in the niche 
created by the Pittsburg Creek delta and the vertical bedrock wall at the south 
end of the flood terrace creates a pool of low velocity water between the main 
thalwag of the Snake River and the Tin Shed Site embankment (Figure 4). The 
niche and the low velocity water conditions led, in part, to the formation of the 
Tin Shed Site and the accumulation of slackwater deposits. Other contributions 
to the formation of the Tin Shed site are talus slope advancement and debris 
flow encroachment. Colluvium is interbedded with slackwater deposits at 
Location 2, and 8 m (24 ft) upstream from Location 3 (Figure 4) there is 
evidence of a debris flow. By comparison, on the east side of the river, the 30-m 
(100 ft) high Pittsburg Landing site, which partly consists of Bonneville Flood 
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Figure 4. The Tin Shed Site looking west. The slope above the embankment is formed from talus slope colluvium. The main thalwag of the Snake River 
is at the bottom edge of the photo. Location numbers and arrows mark the general areas where the embankment was cleared. (Rhodes and Ely, 1999) 
~ 
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deposits (O'Connor, 1993) dwarf the 5-m (16 ft) high Tin Shed Site on the west 
bank of the river (Figure 5). 
The Tin Shed Site has been the subject of numerous investigations, 
which enhance the understanding of events that have taken place there. 
Archeological studies pointed to the pre-historical occupancy of the site (Reid, 
1991) and a geomorphological study (Schmidt et al., 1995) suggests that since 
the construction of Hells Canyon Dam in 1967, the Tin Shed site flood terrace 
has begun to erode. Extensive erosion and undermining of the Hackberry trees 
at the Tin Shed site was noticed after the winter 1997 storm (Reid, 2000). 
China Rapids site. The China Rapids site forms a 5-m (15 ft) high gently 
sloping 20-m (60 ft) wide, 30-m (90 ft) long flood terrace that ends abruptly at a 
vertical canyon wall on the east side of the terrace (Figure 6). The China Rapids 
site is smaller than the Tin Shed site and therefore not as easily detected on 
aerial photographs, but a variation in channel width south of Corral Hillsley 
Creek created by alluvium from the creek is noticeable on aerial photos (Figure 
3). The northern boundary of the terrace is formed by alluvium from the creek. 
The southern boundarv of the flood terrace is also alluvial material, but it is 
J 
probably the result of channel bed armoring (Carling, 1987) (Figure 7). There 
Figure 5 Center, Pittsburg Landing looking east. Bonneville Flood deposits help form the 30 m (100 ft) high terrace. The stand of trees at the base of the 
terrace is equivalent in height to the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites. Left center, Low-lying Bonneville Flood deposits and Pittsburg Creek alluvium. The 
gray alluvium is approximately two meters (7 ft) above the river. 
~ 
Figure 6. China Rapids site looking east. Top, bedrock wall behind trees. Center, study trench. Bottom center, small inconsistency in the topography across 








are over 150 m (450 ft) between the turbulent flow called China Rapids in the 
main thalwag of the river and the site embankment. During the summer when 
discharge is low, one can walk out to the main thalwag across large boulders 
that line the river's edge between the rapids and the embankment. In spring 
when discharge is high, a pool of low velocity water covers the boulders. 
Slackwater accumulation and the formation of the China Rapids site occurred 
during periods of high discharge on the river when water gradually spread 
across the large boulders up to the canyon wall creating a low velocity pool and 
an environment suitable for slackwater deposition. 
The niche between the northern and southern alluvial deposits 
facilitated the pooling of low velocity water and subsequent formation of the 
China Rapids flood terrace. There is no indication that any process other than 
intermittent slackwater deposition formed the terrace, because the stratigraphy 
is composed entirely of medium to fine sand and silt. Little information was 
found that would enhance an understanding of other events that took place 
here, but based on the findings of Schmidt et al. (1995) this terrace has 
probably eroded since the construction of Hells Canyon Dam. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODS 
The diagram in Figure 8 shows the relationship between events in the 
hydrologic cycle and accumulation of the paleoflood record. Analysis of 
slackwater deposits to determine the approximate time and magnitude of 
paleofloods can be done, however there is no means of directly associating 
hydroclimatologic conditions prior to the systematic record to specific 
paleofloods. An analogue based on systematic records of hydroclimatologic 
conditions and corresponding hydrometeorologic and flood responses must be 
established. 
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Figure 8. Flow diagram of processes that lead to accumulation of a paleoflood record. Each slackwater 
depositional episode contributes to the paleoflood record 
THE P ALEOFLOOD ANALYTICAL METHOD 
Determining the approximate time and magnitude of paleofloods. 
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The paleoflood analytical method is utilized to determine the 
approximate time and magnitude of paleofloods. Fieldwork begins with 
reconnaissance, next a site is selected, slackwater deposit identification and 
characterization is done then dateable material is extracted from various units, 
described, bagged and logged for later laboratory analysis. Relative and 
archeological dating are primarily done in the field but absolute dating requires 
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laboratory analysis after samples have been gathered in the field. Dating 
techniques are discussed in more detail later in this section. In cases where 
paleoflood discharge calculations are desired, a channel survey is done in the 
field as well. Determining the chronology of extreme floods is the main 
emphasis of this study; therefore radiocarbon analysis is a more critical 
component in this type of paleoflood analysis (Ely, 1997). Interpretation relies 
heavily on combined knowledge of fluvial geomorphology, stratigraphy and 
relative, absolute and archeological dating techniques. Most of the physical 
effort in this portion of the research is put into construction of stratigraphic 
columns based on field observations and laboratory analysis. All data is 
usually reanalyzed several times and interpreted in many different ways before 
final conclusions are drawn. Once conclusions have been made, the paleoflood 
analytical process ends. 
Fieldwork. 
Reconnaissance. This process actually begins in the office with aerial 
and topographic map review so that sites can be chosen for field 
reconnaissance. For this study, topographic maps were examined to locate 
flood or slackwater terraces along the Snake River channel. The Hells Canyon 
reach of the Snake River was selected for map inspection because it flows 
through a bedrock canyon in an arid to semi-arid climate. Paleoflood studies 
have taken place in various environments, but the best-suited conditions for 
slackwater-deposit preservation is an arid or semi-arid climate, where 
bioturbation is minimal and bedrock canyons cut into lithologies that supply 
abundant sand-sized sediment. The sediments contribute to the development 
and preservation of slackwater stratigraphy or the paleoflood record (Baker, 
1987; Kochel and Baker, 1988). 
Maps are examined closely to find variations in the channel edge that 
might signal places where water can pool during floods. The best place to find 
slackwater flood deposits is along a river several feet or meters above average 
river stage in openings or setbacks in the canyon walls or in backwater 
tributaries. On maps these areas appear as irregularities in the channel edge 
outside of the main thalwag of the river (Figure 3). Generally, in these areas the 
water velocity is low enough to allow suspended sediments carried in 
floodwaters to settle out of suspension. Each subsequent flood event large 
enough to lay down new sediments on old ones adds to the record of extreme 
floods on a river. The China Rapids site is a good example of flow velocity 
separation because the rapids or turbulent flow in the main thalwag of the 
channel is approximately 150 m (750 ft) from the channel edge, but the flood 
terrace or slackwater deposit accumulation is along the channel margin 
adjacent to a large pool of shallow low-velocity water outside of the main 
thalwag of the river (Figures 3 and 7). 
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Site Selection. After map inspection, seven sites, including the Tin 
Shed and China Rapids sites, were selected for closer inspection during field 
reconnaissance. Flood terraces were visited and examined to determine their 
suitability for paleoflood analysis. Flood terraces of interest to this study were 
4- to 6-m (12 to 18 ft) tall and composed of slackwater deposits, which are often 
a few millimeter- to centimeter-thick layers of silt to medium sand-sized grains. 
On occasion, slackwater sediments were interbedded with colluvium or 
alluvium. The colluvium or alluvium is readily distinguished from slackwater 
deposits because of obvious grain size and sediment compositional differences. 
For example, at the Tin Shed site, colluvium from talus slopes along the 
western margin of the terrace is composed of thin, dark, angular rock shards. 
Slackwater deposits are also distinguished in concert with other evidence of 
flooding such as leaves or twigs trapped between slackwater sediments, silt 
lines along bedrock walls and erosion scars. 
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Upstream Rush Creek, Sheep Creek and an unnamed terrace near river 
milepost had poor access and no safe working space adjacent to terraces. 
Pine Bar was influenced by slope failures that distorted the record and deposits 
were shallow. The Tin Shed and China Rapids sites were selected for this study 
because of the ease of access to the locations, easily delineated packages of fine-
grained sands, silts and charcoal-rich sediment layers. Also, examination of the 
two sites as opposed to one would reveal a more complete record of 
paleofloods thus improving the accuracy of data interpretation (Kochel, 1988). 
Slackwater deposit identification and characterization. The slackwater 
deposit examination process includes describing individual stratigraphic 
layers, detailing the location of significant features in individual units and 
extracting from units materials to undergo laboratory analysis for absolute 
dating purposes such as charcoal, organic-rich sediment and shells. 
Trenches (Figures 4, 6, 9 and 10) were dug 2- to 3-m (6 to 9 ft) deep along 
the embankment and scraped with a 15-cm (6 in) cement trowel to expose 
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Figure 9. Tin Shed site and cross-sectional diagram showing proximity of locations and slope changes. 
Rectangles indicate approximate position of trenches. Station designations indicate the approximate 
distance in meters with respect to Location 1.1. Bold line represents change from 30° slope covered with 
trees to exposed vertical embankment. Dashed line represents change from 30° slope to near horizontal 
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Figure 10. China Rapids site. Rectangle defines approximate area of excavation. Triple lines indicate river 
embankment. Drawing not to scale. 
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total distance of 192 m (576 ft) and identified as Locations 1 to 3 at the time of 
excavation. With distance upstream there is a gradual slope between the upper 
bench of flood deposits and the exposed embankment giving the appearance of 
an eroded inset bed. A trench at Location 2.3 (Figure 9) was dug along the 
slope from the top of the flood terrace to the eroded river embankment to 
determine whether an inset bench existed. All other trenches were dug into the 
eroded embankment. 
Statigraphic units were defined in the field by distinguishing the grain 
size, dark mineral percentage, unit boundary distinction and topography, unit 
color, texture, structure, consistency and thickness. The upper stratigraphic 
units at Location 2 were traced in the field to Location 1.2 downstream and 
Location 2.3 upstream. 
Dating. 
Dating is based on both field observation and data interpretation. The 
following three methods were used to determine the age of the stratigraphic 
units at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites: 
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1. relative dating, 
2. archeological dating and 
3. absolute dating using radiocarbon laboratory analysis. 
Relative dating. Sediments from the embankment were examined to 
determine whether they were paleosols, indurated or soil horizons and 
contained artifacts, i.e., glass, fence wiring and nails. Such an examination is 
called relative dating. Relative dating uses the fundamental principal that the 
oldest unit recording a particular event is overlain by younger units from more 
recent events and notes material characteristics in a unit that are known to 
change with time, such as paleosol development. Relative dating is 
supplemented with absolute dating, which takes advantage of the known 
behavior of chemical elements and their isotopes, to determine the age of a 
particular material. Since the difference in characteristics between paleosols, 
and soil horizons were little understood by the investigator, relative dating was 
only used in combination with absolute and archeological dating to interpret 
data. 
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Archeological dating. An ordered distribution of shells, stones, skeletal 
remains or artifacts observed in the stratigraphy was noted in the field. This is 
the first phase of archeological dating. Archeological dating, in the context of 
this study, provides information about the timing of human occupation of an 
area based on knowledge gained through research on human activity, soils and 
previously dated artifacts. Archeological dates are usually of lower resolution 
than dates obtained from radiocarbon dating (Kochel, 1988). Archeological 
dating complements paleoflood analysis because it can limit the timing of 
slackwater deposition when other dating methods have failed. 
Information thought to be of an archeological nature and obtained in the 
field was shared with Kenneth Reid, an archeologist who has done research at 
the Tin Shed site over the past twenty years. No artifacts were removed from 
either the Tin Shed or China Rapids sites. A report by Root et al. (1998) was 
also consulted to supplement interpretations about the timing of events. 
Absolute dating. One hundred-four samples of assumed organic 
material were bagged and logged in the field. The age of organic soil, charred 
material and shells at the Tin Shed and China Bar Sites was determined by 
radiocarbon laboratory analysis. Radiocarbon dating is an absolute dating 
method and, in paleoflood analysis, the radiocarbon dating technique (Stuiver 
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and Polach, 1977) is often employed as a method of determining the absolute 
age of stratigraphic units (Kochel and Baker, 1988). Radiocarbon or the 14C 
isotope forms when nitrogen (14N) in the atmosphere is bombarded by cosmic 
rays. Organisms take in radiocarbon at a rate that maintains a concentration 
close to what is found in the atmosphere. When the organism dies, 14C begins 
to decay into 14N and beta (J3) particles (Stuiver and Polach, 1977). l4C 
remaining in an organic material today is measured to determine its age. 
Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon dating, is a popular method 
of determining the absolute age of slackwater stratigraphic units because useful 
samples can weigh as little as 25 µg (8.8 x 10-7 oz). Radiocarbon age 
determinations have a few minor drawbacks that must be considered when this 
method is used to suggest the timing of slackwater deposition. Although 
dating precision is high compared to relative and archeological dating, the 
beginning of the age of industrialization caused an erratic distribution of 14C in 
the atmosphere that could make the dates from 300 to 50 yr BP 
indistinguishable (Stuiver and Polach, 1977). Another drawback is the assumed 
concentration of 14C in a reservoir. The ocean and atmosphere are considered 
major 14C reservoirs, but rivers and lakes are also 14C reservoirs. The age 
determination for a given organism can be inaccurate if the organism processed 
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from a reservoir with an unknown concentration. The type of material 
being dated and its location in the stratigraphy is an essential consideration 
when interpreting dates obtained from radiocarbon analysis (Kochel and Baker, 
1988). 
Small dark samples retrieved in the field and thought to be charcoal can 
actually be material unsuitable for dating such as rock fragments, so in the 
laboratory samples tagged as charcoal were inspected under the microscope to 
see if they could be identified as charred material, determine if they were of 
adequate size to meet laboratory specifications and remove thin rootlets that 
might skew the radiocarbon age of the materiaL Actual charcoal samples were 
then re-bagged, re-labeled and sent to BetaAnalytic, Inc. for radiocarbon 
analysis using the AMS method. 
Data Interpretation. 
For initial interpretation in the office stratigraphic columns were 
constructed based on field notes describing the characteristics of sediment, 
location of samples within the stratigraphy and radiocarbon laboratory reports. 
Stratigraphic columns were constructed individually then correlated with other 
columns based on field evidence and sample ages. The archeological report 
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for the Tin Shed (Root et al., 1998) was used to compare soils descriptions 
and archeological interpretations with my study field observations, initial 
interpretations and organic material dates. Individual units were reanalyzed 
based on the constructed columns, archeological evidence and sample ages. 
Once all of the evidence was combined and reanalyzed several times, 
conclusions were drawn about the chronology of paleoflood events at the Tin 
Shed site. 
THE FLOOD HYDROCLIMATOLOGIC ANALYTICAL METHOD 
Establishing an analogue based on systematic records. 
The evaluation of anomalous atmospheric pressure patterns associated 
with flood-producing meteorological conditions is a useful means of better 
understanding the causes of extreme floods. The immediate control on the 
volume of precipitation introduced to a stream channel is weather conditions, 
which are controlled by larger-scale atmospheric circulation patterns 
(Hirschboeck, 1988). It is useful to examine unusual larger-scale atmospheric 
circulation patterns associated with extreme river flood events in the modern 
record to make a reasoned hypothesis of the type of atmospheric circulation 
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patterns that are most likely associated with paleofloods on the same river. 
An examination of modern geopotential height anomalies, evidence of 
paleofloods preserved in slackwater deposits, and independent paleoclimatic 
records is necessary to conduct an assessment of a probable long-term flood-
climate relationship (Ely, 1997). 
Flood hydroclimatology was used to create an analogue based on the 
following: 
1. the observation of patterns of geopotential height anomalies over the 
Gulf of Alaska, Northern Pacific Ocean and western United States 
prior to floods in the historical record in the Snake River basin, 
2. the comparison of hydrometeorologic conditions and the dates of 
historical storms and floods in the Snake River and 
3. the assumption that there has not been significant change in the 
large-scale atmospheric patterns controlling hydrometeorologic 
conditions over the period of the late-Holocene paleoflood record. 
Then information obtained from the analogue was used to suggest the large-
scale atmospheric patterns that led to paleofloods at the study sites. 
Observation of patterns of geopotential height anomalies prior to 
floods in the historical record. Ely (1997) used the 50-year stream gauge 
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record for several streams in the Southwest and found a consistent atmospheric 
pressure anomaly associated with winter floods there. Ely (1997) compiled a 
list of the dates of floods that exceeded the 10-year recurrence interval (R.L) and 
constructed a composite map of the pattern of geopotential height anomalies 
based on winter flood dates. Geopotential height measurements reflect 
variations in the atmospheric pressure gradient. A 1 % variation in atmospheric 
pressure can signal the presence of storms. Approximately 0.76 m (2.5 ft) above 
sea surface the average atmospheric pressure is 1000 mb and approximately 8 
km (5 mi) above sea surface average atmospheric pressure is 400 mb. The 
pattern produced by mapping 700 mb geopotential height anomalies provides 
useful information because 700 mb of pressure usually occurs above the surface 
but within the height range of most flood-producing storms (Goldstein, 1999). 
A method similar to Ely's (1997) was used in this study, however more 
maps were composed and evaluated. This study also went on to include the 
evaluation of hydrometeorologic storm reports to confirm the presence of long-
duration or intense precipitation when anomalous geopotential height patterns 
existed and floods occurred. 
Method of compiling a list of flood dates. Flood dates are the basis for 
composite map construction because they establish a temporal reference point 
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from which variations in geopotential height can be analyzed. However, in this 
study not all flood dates could be used because the concern was with the cause 
of paleofloods on the Snake River main stem and the Snake River basin is large 
enough that floods on one or two small tributaries can be extreme, but no 
comparable flood occurs on the main channel. Once a list of floods was 
compiled, it was therefore necessary to weed out extreme floods that only 
occurred in one or two small catchments. 
The first step in compiling a list of flood dates is to determine what will 
constitute an extreme flood. In this case, the 10-year recurrence interval flood 
was used. Floods are traditionally associated with discharge having a 
particular recurrence interval based on the previous instrumentally 
documented record of discharge, stage or both. Recurrence intervals are 
generally calculated to determine the 1- to 500-year probability of recurrence 
for a particular event such as floods. For this study, a flood recurrence interval 
threshold had to be chosen that would allow for the comparison of sub-basins 
of different sizes and render dates of extreme events yet create an adequate 
data set. For example, 100-year recurrence interval floods are extremely rare 
events that are probably similar in size to those preserved in the paleoflood 
record but, because of their rarity, excluding floods with a greater probability 
of recurrence would yield a sparse data set. The 10-year recurrence interval 
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a representative data set and discharges are 
high enough to have possibly been generated by meteorological conditions 
similar to those associated with paleofloods at the Tin Shed and China Rapids 
sites. 
The next step is to obtain stream gauge data to determine when gauges 
recorded a flood that met or exceeded the 10-year recurrence interval. A list of 
one hundred and seventy-five stream gauges in the Snake River basin that 
included flood frequency and magnitude data was obtained from the U.S. 
Geological Survey, Water Resources Field Offices in Boise, Idaho and Portland, 
Oregon. Flood frequency and magnitude data reports a listing of discharge 
rates for a given stream classified by calculated recurrence interval. The 
discharge rates used in this study were based on calculation guidelines 
generally referred to as Bulletin 17B. The guidelines stipulate a mathematical 
method of calculating the probability of recurrence of discharge of a given 
magnitude for a given stream. The guidelines are set by the U.S. Geological 
Survey, Office of Water Data Coordination (1982) and provide a standard 
reporting method that is often used and easily recognized by hydrologists. 
Next, a master list of the dates when stream gauges reported discharge 
equal to or exceeding the 10-year recurrence interval has to be created by 
examining partial duration peak discharge data. Data was obtained by 
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U.S. Geological Survey, National Water Information System-Water 
Data Web sites. The URL address for Idaho is 
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ nwis-w /ID/ and the address for Oregon is 
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis-w/OR/. The result was a master list of 
flood dates for one hundred and forty-one gaging stations (Appendix A). 
The dates span a 128-year period from 1871 to 1999. 
Partial duration discharge data was selected to build the master list 
because it reports the instantaneous peak discharge for all days in the record 
that exceeded a pre-determined datum. Daily mean data is average flow 
calculated for a 24-hour period and annual peak discharge data only reports 
the day of highest discharge reached in a given year. Both daily mean 
discharge data and annual peak discharge can mask large floods. Often gaps in 
the stream gauge data exists because of the removal or relocation of stream 
gauges. To maximize the initial sample size and insure as many gaps in the 
record as possible were filled; no gauges were excluded from the master list 
because of the length of record. 
Thirty-three gauges in Oregon and one hundred and eight gauges in 
Idaho are on the master list. The disparity in the number of gauges on the list 
from each state is because most of the Snake River Basin is in Idaho and 
historically the density of gauges on the lower and central Snake River Basin 
(Figure 11) tributaries in Idaho has been greater than the gauges on 
tributaries in Oregon. 
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Figure 11. Snake River main stem study gauges. Joseph, Idaho Q, Hells Canyon Dam, 
Idaho/Oregon 9, Oxbow, Idaho C) , Payette, Idaho G) , Nyssa, Oregon • , Murphy, ldahoQ . 
Finally, a selected list of flood dates was compiled from the master list. 
The selected list includes stream gauge numbers, descriptions, 10-year 
recurrence interval (Appendix B) discharges calculated by the U.S. Geological 
Survey, and flood dates or dates when stream gauges recorded discharges 
exceeding the U.S. Geological Survey calculated 10-year recurrence interval 
(Appendix B). Flood dates were added to the final selected list based on the 
following criteria: 
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1. the date of the flood had to be between January 1948 and December 
1999 because of the limitations on the computer program used for 
map construction, 
2. the 10-year recurrence interval discharge had to be exceeded on a 
Snake River main stem gauge. Gauges listed on the Snake River 
main stem are Weiser, Idaho; Murphy, Idaho; Hells Canyon Dam, 
Idaho/Oregon; Nyssa, Oregon and Oxbow, Oregon or 
3. the 10-year recurrence interval discharge had to be exceeded by 
tributary gauges on the same day in more than one sub-basin if the 
flood did not occur at the same time as a main stem flood. 
Floods on tributary stream gauges were considered to increase the size of the 
database and provide support for findings related to activity on the Snake 
River main channel. The selection method rendered thirty-four flood dates. 
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Composite map construction. To build composite geopotential height 
maps one must access an interactive Web site with appropriate data retrieval 
capability then request that maps be constructed. Flood dates were used to 
evaluate mean geopotential height patterns and patterns of geopotential height 
anomalies. Maps were provided by use of the U.S. National Oceanographic 
and Atmospheric Administration-Cooperative Institute for Research in 
Environmental Science, Climate Diagnostics Center Web site at 
http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/. The computer accessed by this Web site plots the 
daily average or composite of either the mean or anomalies (daily mean minus 
total mean) of atmospheric variables from the National Centers for 
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis and other datasets. 
Total means are based on 1968 to 1996 data. Data is available from 
January 1948 to February 2000 (Smith, 2000). Various options can be selected to 
produce composite maps. Table 3 lists the options and selections used in 
composite map construction for this study. 
TABLE 3. MAP COMPOSITE USER PREFERENCES 
Option Selection 
Variable Geopotential Heiqht 
Analysis level 700mb 
Enter Year, Month and Day for 
composites yyyy/mm/dd 
Color Color, 
Shading Type Shaded w/Contours 
Plot Type Anomaly 
Scale Plot Size (%) Blank 
Plot contour labels? No 





Reqion of qlobe Custom 
If Custom: Enter: 
Lowest lat 20 
Hiqhest lat 70 
Enter western most lonqitude 170 
Eastern most lonqitude 270 
Choose projection for custom: Cylindrical Equidistant 
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Preliminary composite maps were constructed illustrating anomalous 
and mean geopotential height patterns in 1982, 1984, 1996, 1997 and 1998. This 
step took into consideration the observation that flood-producing 
hydrometeorologic conditions can occur several weeks in advance of a flood or 
be the result of antecedent conditions (Namias, 1966; Hayden, 1988; and 
Hirschboeck, 1991 ). This step was also undertaken for the following purposes: 
1. to determine what specific date range with respect to the date of a 
flood, should be used for final composite map construction, 
2. to ascertain the relationship between the patterns seen on 
consecutive days up to fourteen days prior to the day of a flood, 
3. to determine if a spatial consistency existed for patterns of 
geopotential height anomalies with respect to the date of a flood, and 
4. to determine whether there was a single day that showed the 
strongest anomalous circulation pattern with respect to a flood date. 
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At the end of the preliminary evaluation, it was noticed that maps of the 
patterns of geopotential height anomalies plotted for the 14-day period 
displayed the following: 
1. the strengthening of the same pattern of anomalies over the course of 
several days followed by weakening patterns of anomalies and 
finally the strengthening of anomalies again just prior to a flood, 
2. strong anomalies existed during a flood and remained in existence 
for several days after one and 
3. in all cases the last strong pattern of anomalies existed anywhere 
from three to five days before the day of a flood. 
These observations led to the conclusion that in order to obtain a 
representative pattern of geopotential height anomalies it was necessary to 
map composites for a six-day period (flood day minus 5 to flood day minus 0). 
For example, if there was a flood on September 15, the dates used to map a 
composite were September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. 
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Determining whether consistent patterns of anomalies existed. To 
determine whether consistent patterns of negative geopotential height 
anomalies existed prior to modern floods in the Snake River basin, the final 
composite maps (Appendix and D) were assigned to one of three categories 
based on whether the pattern of the strongest negative anomalies over the 
North Pacific Ocean, west coast or northern Alaska displayed one or more of 
the following patterns: 
1. A northeast trending low-pressure system with two troughs, 
2. A trough over the northern Pacific Ocean or 
A low-pressure system over Alaska or northwestern Canada. 
Comparison of hydrometeorologic conditions and dates of historical floods 
on the Snake River. 
The study in the Southwest (Ely, 1997) that associated geopotential 
height anomalies to floods relied in part on prior research that directly 
addressed the hydrometeorologic cause of floods and the season when the 
greatest number of extreme floods occurred in the Southwest. No prior 
research of this nature was found for the Snake River basin, so it was decided 
that once consistent patterns of geopotential height anomalies were found to 
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exist dose to the time of floods in the Snake River Basin, the patterns needed 
to be tied to hydrometeorologic conditions existing at the time of floods 
reported by Snake River Basin stream gauges. Jahns (1947) used the record of 
precipitation and temperature variations in the Connecticut River basin to 
assess the probable cause of floods on the Connecticut River in 1934 and 1938 
and suggested that the record could be used to determine the 
hydrometeorologic cause of floods. Reports of the daily measurement of 
precipitation and temperature in Hells Canyon could not be obtained in a 
timely manner. As a result, reports provided by the U.S Office of Hydrology 
(1966) and the U.S. National Weather Service (1988; 1994; 1997) were 
consulted to determine if there was intense or long-duration precipitation in 
the Snake River basin prior to floods on the master list. The master list was 
used in this step because there are more flood dates on that list and it contains 
the dates of floods prior to 1948. Therefore, information about atmospheric 
variability that could not be obtained using the Web site was, in some cases, 
obtained from the U.S. National Weather Service reports. 
The final analogue. The final analogue is the pattern of geopotential 
height negative anomalies that appeared more times during winter floods than 
any other pattern. Consistent patterns of negative anomalies associated with 
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winter floods were considered analogous to pattern types that may have been 
in place when extreme floods occurred in the Snake River basin because 
hydrometeorological records (U.S. National Weather Service, 1994; 1997) 
suggested a stronger relationship between intense winter precipitation events 
and floods in the basin than it did for intense precipitation events in spring. 
CHAPTER III 
DATA AND RESULTS 
PALEOFLOOD ANALYSIS DATA AND RESULTS 
Timing and magnitude of paleofloods. 
In this section, data and results are reported in the following order: 
1. radiocarbon laboratory analysis data and results (Table 4), 
2. stratigraphic section descriptions are presented in tabular form 
based on location and unit characteristics (Tables 5 to 11) and 
3. significant stratigraphic section features are presented (Figures 13 to 
24) and discussed. 
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Laboratory analysis report. The Tin Shed site slackwater deposits have 
been accumulating for at least 5,100 years based on sample radiocarbon dates 
(Appendix E and Table 4). Conventional ages are calculated relative to 95% of 
the 14e content in a National Bureau of Standards Oxalic Acid reference 
standard and using a 14C half-life of 5,568 years (Libby, 1952). The samples 
from older slackwater deposits have a conventional age range between 1960 ± 
80 years BP and 7820 ± 40 years BP and lie between 1 and 4 m (3 and 12 ft) 
below the flood terrace surface. Younger sediments range in age from 40 ± 40 
years BP to 510 ± years BP and lie 1 m (3 ft) or less below the surface (Table 4). 
TABLE 4. RADIOCARBON LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORT* 
Conventional 13c112c Calibrated Depth Sample Beta Mat'I 
Radiocarbon Ratio Radiocarbon Strat. Below 
No. Lab. No. t Age (yr BP) (%o) Age (yr BP) Unit§ Surface (cm) 
TIN SHED SITE 
STS-02 142049 C ultramodern -27.6 -- 1 .1-1 2.0 
255-225 
STS-15 133400 C 40±40 -27.3 135-30 1.2-4 28.5 
0-5 
STS-16 133401 C 320±50 -25.7 500-290 1.2-4 64.5 
STS-33 136141 s 3050±50 -8.2 3370-3090 1.2-5 129.0 
STS2- 133399 C 290±40 -25 460-285 2.1-2 67.0 
02 
STS2-
133402 s 3850±50 -7.8 4415-4095 2.2-1 121.0 04 
STS2-
1361421 C 3010±80 -25.4 3380-2950 2.2-7 231.0 43 
STS-56 143717 0 7820±40 -25.0 8650-8510 2.2-13 297.8 
LE 4. RADIOCARBON LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORT* 
·nued 
STS2- 143718 0 4040±40 26.9 4785-4780 2.2-13 301.3 57 4595-4420 












133407 C 50±40 -25.1 140-25 3-4 143.5 
0-5 




CHINA RAPIDS SITE 
SCB- 142051 C 340±40 -23.2 500-300 4 53.0 
1162 
SCBL- 142177 0 1960±80 -27.4 2115-1715 7 154.0 
1174 
Note: *Radiocarbon analysis on all samples was done by AMS 
tC=Charred material, S=Shell, O=Organic sediment 
§Stratigraphic units=section number followed by stratigraphic unit 
number. 
Stratigraphic descriptions and interpretations. Stratigraphic sections 
are labeled based on the order of examination. Unit characteristics are 
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described based on cohesion, color, grain size, boundary distinctness, 
boundary topography and depth below surface. Interpretation of the number 
of floods in each section is based on observations made at Location 2.1, where 
separate slackwater depositional episodes could be clearly distinguished 
because of interbedding with colluvium. Slackwater deposits at Location 2.1 
coarsened upward and unit lower boundaries were abrupt and composed of 
silt (Figure 12), therefore, only dear or abrupt boundaries are considered 
representative of separate flood events. 
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Paleoflood magnitude is interpreted with respect to average river stage. 
After four months of comparing river stage at Location 2.2 and Pittsburg 
Landing to daily discharge on the Hells Canyon stream gauge it was 
determined that average river stage is approximately 4 m (12 ft) below the 
surface of the embankment at Location 2.2. 
Tin Shed site. At Locations 1 and 3, which are at either end of the Tin 
Shed site study area (Figure 9), there are thick hard units of sand or silt that 
react with hydrochloric acid (HCI). In these units the sand and silt also 
supports pebble-sized flecks of both dark rock fragments and charcoal. At a 
depth below surface of more than 1 m (3 ft), all of the stratigraphic sections 
begin a sequence of alternating units of sand and silt and in the deepest 0.5 m 
(1.5 ft) to 1 m (3 ft) portion of the trenches there are units with laminar sands of 
alternating dark and light sediments, oxidized sands and sands supporting 
larger-grained dark consolidated sediment with tan haloes. 
Figure 12. Photo of Tin Shed site Location 2.1. Dark bands are colluvium. Light bands are slackwater deposits. Notice the abrupt silt lower boundaries at the base of 
slackwater deposits units. Unit 10 might represent the first flood after a - 1500 year hiatus. Unit 11 is the dark layer with light ripples at the bottom of unit 10. Roots 
protrude from unit I, Location 2.2. 
°' J,-1 
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Location 1.1. Location 1.1 marks initial excavation at the Tin Shed Site 
and is 89.0 cm (35.0 in) deep (Table 5, Figures 9 and 13). 
TABLE 5. LOCATION 1.1 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Unit Description 
No. 
1 Loose, friable, medium brown, medium sand and organics, diffuse 
irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 7.0 cm. 
2 Soft, friable, light to medium brown, fine to coarse grained sand 
with lenses of orange silt, diffuse, irregular boundary, depth from 
surface to lower boundary 18.5 cm. 
3 Soft, friable, light brown, silt to fine sand, insect, abrupt boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 26.5 cm. 
4 Firm, friable, light brown, medium sand, diffuse, irregular 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 69.5 cm. 
5 Firm, friable, light brown medium sand, clear, smooth boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 75.5 cm. 
6 Firm, friable, light brown, fine-grained sand, clear, wavy 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 77.0 cm. 
7 Firm, friable, dark and light, fine-grained laminated sand, depth 
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Figure 13. Stratigraphic section of Location 1.1. Seven units and three floods were distinguished. 
Questionable boundary ·· -··- , abrupt boundary, - wavy boundary v v v . 
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The stratigraphy at this location suggests the occurrence of three 
floods. Units 1, 2 and 3 represent the latest flood event because the 
boundaries are questionable and, with the exception of silt lenses in unit 2, 
unit characteristics vary slightly. Pulsing floodwaters in one flood episode 
could produce the variations found in the three units (Kochel, 1988). The 
abrupt boundary at the base of unit 3 represents the beginning of a different 
slackwater depositional sequence. The alluvial sediments in units 4, 5, and 6 
represent a flood prior to the one represented by units 1 to 3. As is the case 
for units 1 to 3, there is little variation in grain size or boundary 
characteristics between units 4 to 6. Unit 7 is the basal unit and construed to 
represent the first flood event represented in the record at Location 1.1. It 
contains an angular boulder and has horizontally stratified dark and light 
mineral grains. This stratification is associated with plane bed formation 
under a low flow regime (Sorby, 1859; Harms et al., 1975). 
The most difficult to interpret feature in this section is the presence of 
the large angular boulder at the base of the section (Figure 13). The boulder 
could have been deposited in either of the following ways: 
1. placement by humans 
2. channel armoring after dam construction or 
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3. Bonneville Flood deposition. 
Boulders ordered in a vertical fashion and resting in loose very friable sand 
approximately 10 m (30 ft) upstream are associated with pre-historic cultural 
activity by Root et al. (1998) and the boulder at Location 1.1 is similar. 
Therefore the angular boulder in the stratigraphy may have eroded from the 
loose sand upstream and settled in its current position or it may have been 
placed there by humans as part of the upstream activity reported by Root et 
al (1998). Rounded cobble to boulder-sized sediment lines the edge of the 
embankment for most of the observed Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River 
(Figure 5, 6 and 7), which suggests armoring. Armoring results in a sediment-
starved stream when finer sands and silts overtopping coarser cobbles and 
boulders are suspended and transported downstream during high flow 
(Carling, 1987). The boulder is probably not the direct result of armoring, but 
it could have been undermined when fine sediments were stripped from the 
embankment in high flow. O'Connor (1993) indicated the presence of 
Bonneville flood deposits at this location on a map of the area but no 
characterization of Bonneville Flood deposits was made that would 
distinguish them from humanly influenced deposition or channel armoring. 
To complicate matters, the angular boulder obscures its position with respect 
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to the rounded cobbles and boulders lining the rest of the embankment and 
makes it difficult to determine whether it represents activity that was pre- or 
post-slackwater deposition. As a result, it is unknown whether the boulder is 
a basal unit whereupon Hood deposits accumulated or the result of a process 
subsequent to initial late-Holocene slackwater deposition. 
A charcoal sample was retrieved 2 cm (0.8 in) below the surface in unit 
1. The conventional radiocarbon age of the sample was ultramodern. An 
ultramodern radiocarbon age means that the radiocarbon in the dated 
material began to decay after the introduction of large amounts of non-
natural 14C into the atmosphere by nuclear testing in the early 1950s. This 
sample was embedded in the sediment; however, it could have been 
rewo~ked from the surface. Root et al. (1998) interpreted this unit to be 
historical in age based on archeological artifacts found below the unit. Also, 
aerial photographs of the site taken in 1953 and 1964 indicate that the land 
near the embankment was being used for agricultural purposes. The 
radiocarbon age of the charred material and the archeological and aerial 
photo evidence limit the timing of the last slackwater deposition to historic 
times. The uncertainty of the charcoal sample's process history i.e., whether it 
was brought in during a flood or trampled or churned into the ground by 
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agricultural activity does not allow for a more precise interpretation of the 
timing of slackwater deposition at Location 1.1. It is clear, however, that the 
latest flood was able to leave a record 3 m (10 ft) or more above current 
average river stage. 
Location 1.2. Location 1.2 is approximately 30 m (91 ft) upstream from 
Location 1.1 and 268.4 cm (105.7 in) deep (Table 6, Figures 9, 14, and 15). 
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1 Soft, friable, dark brown, fine to medium organics and sand, diffuse, 
irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 17. 7 cm. 
The unit boundary consists of hard silt. 
2 Firm, hard, red-brown, mud, diffuse, irregular boundary, depth from 
surface to lower boundary 18.6 cm. 
3 Firm, hard, pink-brown silt, diffuse, wavy boundary, depth from surface 
to lower boundary 22.3 cm. 
4 Firm, slightly friable, gray-beige silt, diffuse, irregular boundary, depth 
from surface to lower boundary 77.8 cm. 
Unit has abundant dark specks. 
5 Very firm, slightly friable, gray-white, silt to fine sand, abrupt, irregular 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 80.9 cm. 
Sediments react with hydrochloric acid. 
6 Very firm, hard, pink-gray, fine-grained, faintly cross-bedded sand, 
abrupt hard silt boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 132. 7 
cm. 
Unit also has frequent pores and mottled clasts of mud and clay. 
7 Extra firm, hard, tan-gray, silt to fine sand porous sand, diffuse, wavy 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 172.0 cm. 
8 Very firm, hard, tan-gray, fine-grained, cross-bedded sand, diffuse, 
wavy boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 199.4 cm. 
Unit has silt lenses and forms a prominent ridge along embankment 
from here to Location 1.2 downstream and 2.3 upstream. 
9 Firm, friable, tan, fine silt, diffuse, wavy boundary, depth from surface 
to lower boundary 220.8 cm. 
Unit has frequent black specks thought to be carbon. 
10 Firm, friable, tan, silt to fine sand, diffuse, irregular boundary, depth 
from surface to lower boundary 223.8 cm. 
Unit contains lenses of soft, friable coarse sand. 
TABLE 6. LOCATION 1.2 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Continued 
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11 Soft, friable, gray, medium micaceous sand, clear, wavy boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 226.8 cm. 
Unit includes a rox. 25% sub-rounded mafic sand sized rains 
12 Firm, friable, tan, silt, gradual, irregular boundary, depth from surface 
to lower boundary 238.8 cm. 
Unit has fre uent blacks eeks thou ht to be carbon. 
13 Soft, friable, gray-tan, medium to 3, sand, diffuse, irregular boundary, 
de th from surface to lower bounda 22.2 cm. 
14 Soft, friable, tan, fine-grained, laminated sand with boulders at the 
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Figure ]4. Upper stratigraphic section at Location 1.2. Lower section is shown in Figure 15. Questionable 
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Figure 15. Lower stratigraphic section of Location 1.2. Unit numbers are continuous from the upper 
section. Questionable boundary ················ , abrupt boundary - , gradual boundary ' ' ' , abrupt 
irregular boundary _ • _ .. 
In general, the section at Location 1.2 is charcoal-rich and units thin 
toward the base of the section. Units 4 to 6 are composed of hard sediments 
that react with hydrochloric acid. Units 5 and 6 are hard enough to form a 
prominent ridge along the embankment that can be walked on. 
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Two charcoal samples and one shell sample from this section were 
successfully dated (Table 6). The first charcoal sample, STS-15, was retrieved 
approximately 28 cm (11 in) below the surface, at the upper boundary of a 
discontinuous clay unit within unit 4 (Figure 14). Since the discontinuous clay 
unit has abrupt upper and lower boundaries, spans a distance of 
approximately 10 m (30 ft) and is rich in charcoal that is 1 to 3 cm (0.5 to 1 in) in 
diameter the it is interpreted to be a bum area that was excavated into unit 4 
and the charcoal is considered in situ. The conventional radiocarbon age of 
sample STS-15 is 40 ± 40 yr BP. Another charcoal sample labeled STS-16 was 
retrieved 65 cm (26 in) below the surface in unit 4. It had a conventional 
radiocarbon age of 320 ± 50 yr BP. The difference in the age of the two samples 
is approximately 280 radiocarbon years, but all organic material dated between 
40 and 300 years ago is considered modern in age because of the inconsistent 
concentration of 14C in the atmosphere caused by industrialization. 14C dates 
within 40 to 300-year time range cannot be distinguished from one another 
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(Stuvier and Polach, 1977). Further, charcoal can survive for a long time on the 
surface and then be transported to the location where it is found in the 
stratigraphy (Kochel and Baker, 1988). When the above two facts are taken into 
consideration, the most likely circumstance is that two floods occurred in 
modem times or the 300 years prior to AD 1950. First, a flood occurred that 
deposited sediment and the charcoal sample in unit 4 then the hearth was dug 
and a later flood that deposited the slackwater sediments in unit 3 buried the 
hearth. A shell of unknown type with a conventional radiocarbon age of 3050 
± 50 yr BP was extracted 129 cm (51 in) below the surface in unit 5 (Figure 15). 
The shell sample was retrieved from a unit at the same depth and with 
characteristics similar to a unit described by Root et al. (1998) as a possible 
midden where food was processed and eaten. The sample was therefore 
probably not transported by floodwater but buried in unit 5 by humans. The 
difference between shell dates and charcoal dates are detailed under 
Radiocarbon Laboratory Analysis, which indicates that analyzed radiocarbon 
dates for shells may be older than actual shell ages. 
The stratigraphy and radiocarbon ages of samples in this section 
suggests the occurrence of six floods and a 2,500-year pause between the two 
paleofloods above unit 5 and the four or more paleofloods below it (Figure 15). 
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The paleoflood recorded in unit 4, which is considered the oldest of the young 
paleofloods, was able to leave slackwater deposits approximately 2.5 m (7.5 ft) 
above current average river stage. The paleoflood recorded in units 1 to 3 left a 
record 2.75 m (8 ft) above current average river stage. Unit 5, which contains 
the highest paleoflood record left in the older portion of the section, is 
composed of slackwater deposits that are approximately 2 m (6 ft) above 
current average river stage. The oldest paleoflood in the section left slackwater 
deposits approximately 1.3 m (4 ft) above current average river stage. Boulders 
at the base of this section represent pre-slackwater depositional phase deposits. 
Location 2.1. Location 2.1 begins 67m (220 ft) upstream from Location 1. 
2. The stratigraphic section is 85.9 cm (33.4 in) deep (Table 7, Figures 9 and 16). 




Loose, friable dark brown, fine sand to medium pebbles clear 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 21.3 cm. 
2 
Firm, hard, light brown silt, abrupt, broken boundary, depth from 
surface to lower boundary 22.3 cm. 
Firm, friable, dark brown to black, imbricate pebbles, abrupt smooth 
3 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 25.3 cm. 
Grains are very anqular mafic rock shards. 
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TABLE 7. LOCATION 2.1 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Continued 
Firm, slightly hard, medium brown, fine-grained, poorly sorted, cross-
bedded sand, diffuse, irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower 
4 boundary 29.9 cm. 
Unit includes infrequent angular mafic rock shards, Hackberry seeds 
and irregular lenses of hard light brown silt. 
Firm, friable, tan-brown, fine to medium cross-bedded sand, abrupt 
5 boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 36.3 cm. 
Unit also includes few medium sized pebbles, 
Very firm, friable, black to dark gray-brown, medium sand, cross-
bedded micaceous sandy silt, boundary abrupt, depth from surface to 
6 lower boundary 39.9 cm. 
Larger mains show a preferred orientation similar to imbrication. 
7 Firm, friable, tan, poorly sorted cross-bedded sand, clear gradual 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 45.7 cm .. 
Firm, slightly hard tan, cross bedded, silty sand abrupt wavy silt 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 53.3 cm. 
8 
There are imbricate dark angular sediments inter-bedded with sand in 
this unit. 
Slightly hard, friable, gray-tan, poorly sorted pebbly sand gradual, 
wavy boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 56.4 cm. 
9 
Larger gains are angular mafic rock shards that are supported by 
sand. 
10 
Slightly hard, friable, tan, laminations of silt and fine sand, gradual 
irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 77.1 cm. 
Complex inter-bedded unit with alternating layers of, 1) light tan mud 
with infrequent angular mafic rock shards, sand to pebble sized grains 
and 2) a mixture of shell fragments, hackberry seeds, dark angular 
11 grains and silt clasts, gradual, wavy boundary, depth from surface to 
lower boundary 85.9 cm. 
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The stratigraphic column for Location 2.1 (Table 7, Figures 9, 12 and 16) 
is approximately 1 m (3 ft) deep because a ledge of sediment and large tree 
roots interrupts continuous examination of the embankment (Figure 12). The 
units display an alternating pattern of dark coarse-grained angular pebbles and 
tan silt or sand. This alternating pattern implies colluvium or talus slope 
advancement followed by floodwater inundation. Unit 11 is the lowest unit in 
the section and thought to be a cultural horizon because of the organized 
distribution of alternating layers of mud, seeds and shells. The discussion of 
dateable materials and interpretation will follow Location 2.2 stratigraphic unit 
descriptions. 
Location 2.2. Location 2.2 begins 42.6 m (129 ft) downstream from 
Location 2.1, 103.3 cm (40.7 in) below the surface and is 254.7 cm (100.3 in) deep 
(Table 8, Figures 9, 17, 18 and 19). 
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TABLE 8. LOCATION 2.2 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Unit Description 
No. 
Firm, friable, tan-gray, fine to coarse sand, gradual boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 125.0 cm. 
1 
For the entire 4.3 (13 ft) between Locations 2.1 and 1.2 there are 
various objects such as animal teeth, shells, dark angular rocks. 
with white haloes and flecks of obsidian were found along the 0.67-
(2 ft) wide bench near the lower boundary periodic 5 to 7 cm wide 
openings alonq the embankment in this unit. 
Firm friable, tan, fine to medium sand, diffuse, irregular boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 140.8 cm. 
2 
The sand in this unit supports coarse-sand-sized angular mafic 
rock shards. 
Firm, friable gray-tan, fine to medium sand, clear smooth boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 163.1 cm. 
3 
Sand in this unit supports few angular spheroidal 1 to 1.5 cm 
pebbles 
4 
Very firm, friable, tan, fine-grained sand, diffuse, irregular 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 202. 7 cm. 
5 
Soft, friable, tan, medium sand diffuse, wavy boundary, depth 
from surface to lower boundary 203.9 cm. 
6 
Soft, friable, tan, silt, diffuse wavy boundary, depth from surface to 
lower boundary 222.5 cm. 
7 
Soft, friable, tan-gray, medium sand, diffuse, wavy boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 237.7 cm. 
8 
Firm, friable, tan, silt, diffuse irregular boundary, depth from 
surface to lower boundary 252.9 cm. 
9 
Soft, friable, tan-gray, fine to coarse sand, diffuse, irregular 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 271.3 cm. 
Firm, friable, tan silt, gradual, irregular boundary depth from 
10 
surface to lower boundary 283.3 cm. 
Unit includes dark brown spots with brown-tan halos. 
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TABLE 8. LOCATION 2.2 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Continued. 
11 Soft, friable, tan, fine to coarse, cross-bedded sand, diffuse, wavy 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 287.3 cm. 
12 Soft, friable, tan, fine to coarse sand, clear, smooth boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 291.8 cm. 
Soft, friable, tan, fine-grained, sand, clear, smooth boundary, 
13 
depth from surface to lower boundary 302.3 cm. 
Unit has coarse sand lenses. 
Soft, firm, gray-brown, fine-grained, sand abrupt, wavy, oxidized 
14 boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 305.3 cm. 
Unit thins from 3 cm to 2.5 cm in downstream direction. 
Slightly hard, friable, tan-brown, fine-grained, sand, clear, gradual 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 314.3 cm. 
15 
The upper portion of this unit has thin layers of medium sand with 
25% dark grains. 
Soft, friable, tan, fine-grained, sand, clear smooth boundary, 
16 
depth from surface to lower boundary 316.3 cm. 
Unit has abundant dark specks of unknown origin. 
Firm, hard, tan, silt, abrupt, smooth boundary, depth from surface 
17 to lower boundary 332.3 cm. 
Unit has abundant dark specks of unknown origin. 
Soft, friable, tan, fine-grained sand, diffuse, wavy boundary, depth 
18 
from surface to lower boundary 336.8 cm. 
Unit also has abundant dark-centered rust spots. 
19 
Soft, firm, medium tan, silt, clear wavy boundary, depth from 
surface to lower boundary 340.3 cm. 
20 
Firm, light tan, fine-grained, sand, clear, smooth boundary, depth 
from surface to lower boundary 346.8 cm. 
21 
Firm, medium brown mud, abrupt wavy boundary, depth from 
surface to lower boundary 348.3 cm. 
22 
Friable, light tan, fine to medium sand, abrupt boundary, depth 
from surface to lower boundary 351.8 cm. 
23 
Firm, brown silt medium sand, boundary characteristics unknown 
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Figure 17. Upper stratigraphic section of Location 2.2. Questionable boundary ................... , gradual 
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Figure 18. Middle stratigraphic section of Location 2.2. Questionable boundary , clear 
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boundary -- , gradual boundary 1 1 1 1 • Numbers after sample type are the two numbers in 
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The stratigraphy at Location 2.2 (Figure 17, 18 and 19) is a continuation 
to greater depth of Location 2.1. All stratigraphic units at Location 2.1 (Figure 
16) were traced to Location 2.2 (Figure 17) before the new section was begun. 
Although Location 2.2 is dominated by sand and silt, there is evidence of 
cultural activity in the upper portion of the section because angular pebble-
sized rocks described as fire-cracked rock by Root et al. (1998) appear in unit 3. 
There is also evidence of talus slope advancement because angular shards of 
colluvium are present in unit 2. Units 4 to 11 (Figure 18) have questionable 
boundaries that make it difficult to distinguish the number of flood events in 
that portion of the stratigraphy. Interpretation of the number of floods in units 
4 to 11 assumes that silt units represent the bottom of a slackwater deposit and 
sand units the top of the deposit. For example, units 9 and 10 represent one 
flood and units 7 and 8 another flood (Figure 18). In the lowest 0.7 m (2 ft) of 
the section, boundaries are clear (Figure 19) and several units have portions 
that appear to be oxidized because of the orange color of the sediments. In 
some cases the color forms horizontal lines across the section and other times it 
forms spots 0.25 cm (0.1 in) or less in diameter. 
Materials suitable for radiocarbon dating were extracted from one unit 
at Location 2.1 and three units at Location 2.2. The uppermost sample was 
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charred material extracted from Location 2.1 approximately 67cm (26 in) below 
the surface at the boundary between units 10 and 11. The conventional 
radiocarbon age of this sample was 290 ± 40 yr BP. Dates of samples retrieved 
from Location 2.2 were as follows: 
1. 3850 ± 50 yr BP from a shell 121 cm (49 in) below the surface in 
unit 1, 
2. 3010 ± 80 yr BP from charred material 231 cm (91 in) below the 
surface in unit seven, 
3. 7820 ± 40 yr BP from organic-rich sediment 297.8 cm (117.2 in) 
below the surface, 
4. 4040 ± 40 yr BP from organic-rich sediment 301.3 cm below the 
surface in unit thirteen and 
5. 5130 ± 40 yr BP from organic-rich sediment 316.3 cm (124.5 in) 
below the surface in unit 16. 
It was difficult to find one type of suitable material for radiocarbon dating at 
this location so the dates are derived from different materials. The different 
sample materials may account for the age discrepancy between the shell 
sample in unit 1 and the charcoal sample in unit 7, Location 2.2. Shells process 
carbon from the water in their environment. If the water in the Snake River 
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had a different concentration of 14e than that in the atmosphere at the time the 
shell lived, then the reported radiocarbon age could be skewed by this 
difference. Also, if the shell was processing carbon released from rocks such as 
limestone, the radiocarbon measurement might be inaccurate in that the date 
would be older than the actual radiocarbon age of the shell. While the age of 
the shell may be skewed, the age of the charred material and the organic 
sediment below it substantiate that floods represented by slackwater deposits 
beneath the shell occurred 3,000 or more years ago. The shell age and position 
also suggests that a significant amount of time passed between the five 
paleofloods above unit l, Location 2.2 and the fifteen paleofloods below it. 
Another age discrepancy exists between two organic-rich sediments in unit 13 
that had an age difference of approximately 3,700 radiocarbon years. STS-56 
(Table 4) from a lens of coarse sand within unit 13 was dated at 7820 ± 40, and 
STS-57 from the unit's lower boundary was dated 5130 ± 40 yr BP. Sample 
STS-56 probably contained an abundance of organic material that was brought 
in with the flood after being preserved at another location. The lowest sample 
(STS-61) helps to support this contention because its age was 5130 ± 40 yr BP. 
Although the two inconsistencies exist the general trend is toward an increase 
in age with depth. 
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The slackwater deposits in Location 2 are thought to represent twenty-
one floods. Even though unit 1, Location 2.2 is also a cultural horizon, the 
sediments in this unit are fine-grained, moderately well sorted, massive sand, 
which is characteristic of flood deposits. Humans probably occupied the 
surface later bringing in fire-cracked rocks (Root et al., 1998) and leaving them 
on top of the surface. 
Location 2.3. Location 2.3 begins approximately 39 m (117 ft) upstream 
from Location 2.1 and is 77.0 cm (30.3 in) deep (Table 9, Figures 9 and 20). 
TABLE 9. LOCATION 2.3 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Unit 
No. Description 
Loose, friable, dark brown, poorly sorted, sand and pebbles, clear, 
1 
broken boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 10 cm. 
Pebble-sized grains are very angular mafic rock shards. 
Very hard, light brown-gray silt, gradual, clear boundary, depth from 
2 
surface to lower boundary 16 cm. 
Some of the grains in this unit are friable in clumps. 
3 
Slightly hard, friable, tan, silt to fine sand silty sand, abrupt boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 22.5 cm. 
Firm, friable, gray-beige, poorly sorted pebbles, abrupt, wavy 
4 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 26.5 cm. 
The grains in this unit are imbricate. 
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TABLE 9. LOCATION 2.3 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Unit 
No. Description 
Firm, slightly hard tan, silt to medium cross bedded, silty sand abrupt 
wavy silt boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 32.0 cm. 
5 
There are imbricate dark angular sediments inter-bedded with sand in 
this unit. 
Slightly hard, friable, black and white, fine to medium thinly 
6 laminated, dark and light layers of sand, clear, irregular boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 40.2 cm. 
7 
Slightly hard, friable, tan, cross-bedded silt, gradual, wavy 
boundarv, depth from surface to lower boundarv 49.2 cm. 
Soft, friable, brown to black, fine-grained sand, poorly sorted sand, 
8 clear, irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 61.0 
cm. 
9 
Hard, firm, tan, silt to fine sand, abrupt wavy boundary, depth from 
surface to lower boundarv 67 cm. 
Hard, firm, gray, silty sand, unknown boundary characteristics, 
10 
depth from surface to lower boundary 77 cm. 
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Figure 20. Stratigraphic section of Location 2.3. Abrupt boundary - , clear irregular or broken 
boundary -··- , abrupt wavy boundary_ • , gradual boundary 1 1 
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The stratigraphy at Location 2.3 is basically the same as at Location 2.1 
(Figure 16) in that there are units of colluvium interbedded with units of silt 
and sand. From Location 2.2 to Location 2.3 there is a gentle slope covered 
with vegetation between the top of the flood terrace and the top of the exposed 
embankment investigated for this study (Figures 4 and 9). While doing 
fieldwork, the question arose as to whether the slope was formed by 
paleoflood deposits draping an older terrace behind younger deposits that 
made up the exposed embankment. Location 2.3 showed promise as the best 
place to investigate the existence of an older terrace; therefore a trench was dug 
between the top of the terrace and the exposed embankment. An inset terrace 
was not found; instead excavation revealed that the slope consisted of angular 
mafic rock flecks that are part of the talus slope making up the western border 
of the Tin Shed Site. In the trench, angular flecks grade into medium- to fine-
grained massive sand and the units in the trench and on the slope are the top 
units in the eroded embankment. Therefore, the deposits exposed in the 
embankment rest at an angle of approximately 30° with respect to horizontal. 
Charred material (STS2.3-01) was extracted from unit eight, 54 cm (21 
in) below the surface and radiocarbon dated. The conventional radiocarbon 
age of the sample was 510 ± 60 yr BP. The position of the sample in the unit 
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indicates that it may have been reworked, then deposited at Location 2.3 by a 
paleoflood. The age of the sample, limits the maximum timing of slackwater 
deposition for unit 8, Location 2.3 and unit 11, Location 2.1, which were 
correlated in the field by tracing the unit between sections. The field 
correlation resulted in three adjacent units at Location 2 yielding dated 
material that suggests a significant time gap between slackwater depositional 
events in the sections there. Samples from unit 10, Location 2.1 and unit 8, 
Location 2.3 (or unit 11, Location 2.1) could be as much as two thousand five 
hundred radiocarbon years younger than the sample from unit 1 Location 2.2. 
At least seven paleofloods are represented in the stratigraphy at Location 2.3. 
Overall, paleofloods at Location 2 have managed to leave evidence of 
their occurrence more than 3.5 m (11 ft) above current average river stage. Like 
Location 1.2, Location 2 stratigraphy records a group of much younger floods 
overtopping older floods. Unit 11, Location 2.1 is a non-flood unit, but unit 10, 
Location 2.1 represents a paleoflood that was able to leave slackwater deposits 
over 3.5 m (11 ft) above current average river stage. Unit 2, Location 2.1, which 
is approximately 3.9 m (12 ft) above current average river stage, represents the 
youngest flood in the record at Location 2. Unit 1, Location 2.2 may represent 
the youngest paleoflood in the older record; that flood left deposits 3 m (9 ft) 
above current average river stage. The oldest paleofloods in the examined 
stratigraphy, which probably occurred over 5,000 years ago left a record less 
than 0.3 m (1 ft) above current average river stage. 
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Location 3. Location 3 is 66 m (200 ft) upstream from Location 2.1 and is 
375.5 cm (119.8 in) deep (Table 10, Figures 9, 21 and 22) 




1 Soft, friable, dark brown, fine to coarse silty sand, gradual, 
irreqular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 7.8 cm. 
2 Hard, Friable, gray-white, marly silt, abrupt, wavy boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 77.0 cm. 
Maned look comes from frequent bands of extra firm clayey silt 
with black specks. 
3 Firm, slightly hard, gray, silt to medium sand silty sand, diffuse, 
irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 120.0 
cm. 
Unit includes white specks of extra firm clay. 
4 Firm slightly hard, gray, silt to medium sand marled sandy silt, 
abrupt irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 
161.5 cm. 
5 Firm, friable, tan, fine to medium sand, gradual, irregular 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 209.0 cm. 
6 Firm, friable, beige, fine-grained sand, diffuse, irregular 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 226.0 cm. 
Unit includes abundant dark specks and lenses of loose, friable 
sand 2 to 3 cm thick. 
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TABLE 10. LOCATION 3 STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT DESCRIPTIONS 
Continued 
7 Slightly hard, friable, beige, fine-grained sand, gradual, irregular 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 234.5 cm. 
8 Firm, friable, dark tan, clay to fine sand clayey sand, diffuse, 
irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 255.0 
cm. 
This unit is carbon rich. 
9 Hard, friable, tan, fine-grained sand, diffuse, irregular boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 263.5 cm. 
10 Slightly hard, friable, beige, fine to medium sand, diffuse, 
irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 265.3 
cm. 
11 Slightly hard, friable, tan, silt to fine sand silty sand, diffuse, 
irregular boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 268.4 
cm. 
12 Slightly soft, friable, light beige-gray, fine to medium faintly cross-
bedded sand, diffuse, irregular boundary, depth from surface to 
lower boundary 272.5 cm. 
13 Slightly soft, friable, dark tan, faintly laminated silt, gradual 
smooth boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 279.1 
cm. 
14 Soft, friable, gray, medium, laminar sand, diffuse boundary, 
depth from surface to lower boundary 298.5 cm. 
Unit also has thin silt layers. 
15 Slightly hard, friable, light tan, fine-grained sand, abrupt 
boundary, depth from surface to lower boundary 317.5 cm. 
Unit is sand but has a subtle clay-like texture and displays cross-
bedding in places. 
16 Soft friable, gray, fine to coarse well sorted micaceous sand, 
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Figure 21. Upper stratigraphic section of Location 3. Questionable boundary ············ , gradual boundary 




























Figure 22. Lower stratigraphic section for Location 3. Questionable boundary 
gradual boundary 1 1 1 , abrupt boundary_ . 
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The stratigraphy at Location 3 (Figures 21 and 22) is similar to the 
stratigraphy at Location 1.2 (Figures 14 and 15) in the following ways: 
1. The radiocarbon-dated organic samples from the upper portion of 
the stratigraphy are modern in age. 
2. Units 2 to 4 are associated with anthropogenic activity (Root et al., 
1998). 
3. Several units in the section are charcoal-rich. 
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Stratigraphic features in the deepest 0.7 m (2 ft) of this section resemble 
Locations 1.2 and 2.2, in that the boundaries are clear and several units have 
portions that appear to be oxidized because of the orange color of the 
sediments. In some cases the color is in the form of approximately 1 cm (0.5 in) 
thick band across the section and in other cases the units have 0.25 cm (0.1 in) 
diameter orange spots. 
Unit 1 was probably formed in historic times because it contains several 
round head common nails like ones used in construction today. A sample of 
charred material with a conventional radiocarbon age of 50 ± 40 yr BP was 
retrieved approximately 144 cm (58 in) below the surface in unit 4. At a depth 
of approximately 224 cm (88 in) in unit 6 a sample of charred material was 
dated 2390 ± 50 yr BP. 
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The age range and location of the younger sample supports the idea that 
anthropogenic activity disturbed the paleoflood record in this section. All other 
sections in the study had samples that were much older at 144 cm (58 in) below 
the surface. Unit 4, where the sample was extracted is carbon-rich, hard, 
marled sandy silt. Archeologists, Root et al., (1998) describe a soil horizon of 
similar character and said that anthropogenic activity took place there. On the 
basis of the above observations, units 2 to 4 are interpreted to be non-flood 
units that were disturbed by humans. The depositional record at Location 3 
holds evidence of at least five floods. Unlike units 1 through 4 above, units 6 
through 13 have slackwater characteristics but, the boundaries are questionable 
and there is no silt unit separating sand units. As a result, units 6 to 13 were 
considered to represent one paleoflood. 
The latest paleoflood able to leave a record was modern in age and left 
deposits 4 m (12ft) above current average river stage. Unit 5 is not dated but it 
is considered a part of the older record and as such the next older paleoflood in 
the record would have deposited sediment approximately 2.4 m (7.3 ft) above 
current average river stage and the oldest record of a paleoflood left slackwater 
deposits approximately 0.8 m (2.4 ft) above average river stage. The older 
floods could have occurred more than 2,000 years ago based on the age of the 
sample in unit 6. 
China Rapids Site. 
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China Rapids Location. The China Rapids location is on the east bank of 
the Snake River approximately 2.4 km (1.5 mi) upstream from Tin Shed site 
Location 3 and 249 cm (98 in) deep (Table 11, Figures 10, 23 and 24). 





Firm, slightly friable, dark brown, fine to medium sand, diffuse, 
irregular boundary, depth below surface 10 cm. 
Firm, friable, tan, fine to medium sand, gradual, irregular 
2 boundary, depth below surface 16 cm. 
Upper portion of this unit is carbon-rich. 
3 
Firm, friable, beige, medium sand, diffuse, irregular boundary, 
depth below surface 35 cm. 
Very firm, friable, translucent beige, fine-grained sand, diffuse, 
4 
irregular boundary, depth below surface 55 cm. 
Unit has lenses of silt with oxidation lines and is speckled with 
dark spots. 
5 
Hard, friable, beige, fine-grained, sand, diffuse, irregular 
boundary, depth below surface 94 cm. 
Hard, firm, beige, silt, diffuse, irregular boundary, depth below 
6 surface 102.0 cm. 
Unit also includes specks of white, oranQe, and black. 






Firm, friable, medium beige, fine-grained laminated sand, diffuse, 
irreqular boundary, depth below surface 120.5 cm. 
Firm, friable, lighter beige, fine to medium faintly cross-bedded 
8 sand with, gradual, irregular boundary, depth below surface 162.0 
cm. 
Some portions of the unit are very firm and lighter in color. 
9 
Firm, friable, light beige, laminar silt, diffuse, smooth boundary, 
depth below surface 163.0 cm. 
10 
Firm, friable, gray beige, fine to medium sand, clear, gradual 
boundary, depth below surface 166.0 cm. 
Hard, friable, pale beige, silt to fine sand silty sand, clear, smooth 
11 boundary, depth below surface 170.0 cm. 
Boundary is defined by red/orange oxidation line. 
Unit also has small brown flecks with liQhter halos. 
Firm, friable, gray beige, fine-grained micaceous laminated sand, 
clear, smooth boundary, depth below surface 197.0 cm. 
12 Unit is speckled with dark spots and has 4.5 cm thick lenses of fine 
to medium arained sand. 
Hard, friable, light orange, silty clay, clear, graded boundary, depth 
13 below surface 199.5 cm. 
Unit also has brown specks. 
14 Firm, friable, gray beige, fine-grained faintly laminated micaceous sand, qradual, smooth boundary, depth below surface 214.0 cm. 
Very firm, hard, pale beige, silt, clear, wavy boundary, depth below 
15 surface 222.5 cm. 
Unit has a few brown specks. 
Soft, friable, gray beige, fine to medium sand, clear, smooth 
16 boundary, depth below surface 239.0 cm. 
Unit also contains 2 cm thick lenses of silt. 
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Figure 23. Upper stratigraphic unit of China Rapids Location. Questionable boundary 
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Figure 24. Lower stratigraphic section of the China Rapids Site. Questionable boundary 
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Most of the units in the upper half of the China Rapids site are charcoal-
rich. Units 4 and 6 are interpreted to be cultural horizons because the 
sediments are marled, hardened and contain an abundance of charcoal. Unit 6 
forms a prominent ridge along the embankment but, unlike the Tin Shed site 
ridge, it is neither large enough nor strong enough to be walked on. Charred 
material was extracted from unit 4 at a depth of 53 cm (21 in) below the surface. 
The conventional age of the sample was 340 ± 40 yr BP. Organic-rich sediment, 
extracted from unit 7, approximately 154 cm (61 in) below the surface, had a 
conventional age of 1960 ± 80 yr BP. 
Eight floods are represented in the stratigraphy at the China Rapids site. 
The age of the sample from unit 5 suggests that at least one slackwater 
depositional event could have occurred up to 300 years ago and the age of 
organic-rich sediment in unit 7 suggests that another depositional event 
occurred approximately two thousand years ago. Unit 6 is probably a cultural 
horizon based on the hard marly silt texture. As is the case for all other 
sections, a large radiocarbon-age gap exists between units. In this case, the gap 
is approximately 1,600 years (Figures 23 and 24). One short non-flood unit 
separates the older and younger slackwater deposits but it cannot account for 
such a large temporal gap. The first five units in the stratigraphy are 
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interpreted to represent one flood because of questionable boundaries. 
Slackwater deposits in the older section of the stratigraphy record seven 
paleofloods. The highest slackwater deposit in this portion of the section could 
have been left as the result of a paleoflood around 2,000 years ago. 
One or more paleofloods left slackwater deposits approximately 4 m (12 
ft) above current average river stage in more recent times. A paleoflood 
approximately two thousand years ago left a record approximately 3 m (9 ft) 
above average river stage and, assuming increasing age with depth, the oldest 
paleoflood in the examined section of the stratigraphy left a record 1.5 m (5 ft) 
above current average river stage. Resources were not available to do as 
complete an examination of the China Rapids site as the one undertaken at the 
Tin Shed site. Had more samples been acquired and processed to determine 
their ages, the chronology of floods at this site would be clearer. 
Summary of Paleoflood Results. 
At least twenty-two floods are recorded at the Tin Shed Site. With the 
exception of the Location 3, Tin Shed site, there is a consistent gap between the 
age of samples removed from the stratigraphy 1 m (3 ft) or less below the 
surface, and the age of samples removed from the stratigraphy 1 m (3 ft) or 
more below the surface (Table 11 and Figure 25). 
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The line in Figure 25 represents a 2,500- to 1,500-year temporal gap 
between the samples in units above and below it. Locations 1 and 2 contain 
adjacent units with samples that have a radiocarbon age difference of 
approximately 2,700 years and in the other two sections shown in Figure 25, 
one slackwater deposit unit separates samples with a 2,000-year age difference. 
Above the line in Figure 25, four of the six samples are modern in age. Unit 8, 
Location 2.3, which contains the 500-year old sample, was grouped with the 
young units at Location 2 because the sample's position in unit 8 does not 
eliminate the possibility that deposition took place less than 300 years ago 
rather than 300 to 500 years ago. One sample, extracted from unit 1, Location 
1.1, which is above the line; is ultramodern in age and may not be associated 
















Figure 25. Schematic composite stratigraphic column of Tin Shed Site Locations 1 to 3 and the China Rapids site. The line is drawn to segregate older 
radiocarbon ages in the lower stratigraphy and younger radiocarbon ages in the upper stratigraphy. Samples that appear to be lower in the section than 
the dimensions reported in Table lland in the text appear that way because of the variation in unit thickness from one location to the next Dated *a~~ cm...~swh e_or~ WLNf re.Jo:toN~ ~µd. 01A__S~d-O/LCooi2 pa.;.11..S ~ I~ 
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with slackwater deposition because it was close to the surface in an area where 
agricultural activity took place. 
If all sand and silt units are considered separate events regardless of 
unit boundary clarity, a maximum of twenty-nine slackwater depositional 
episodes may have occurred; eight of them may have happened in more recent 
times and the remainder earlier. Using a conservative interpretation of the 
stratigraphy based on clear boundary distinctions, twenty-two floods are noted 
in the record. Seven of the floods are above the temporal gap and fifteen floods 
are below it. 
All stratigraphic sections do not record the same number of floods 
because of anthropogenic influences, the difference in section height, clarity of 
boundaries and preservation of the record. There is strong evidence that an 
ash pit was dug at Location 3, because of the thick marly charcoal-rich units 
with a young sample age at a depth of almost 1.5 m (4.5 ft). Location 2 is at 
least 0.5 m (1.5 ft) taller than the other stratigraphic columns, has several units 
with clear boundaries and that are interbedded with colluvium. The clear 
boundaries aided in distinguishing events at Location 2 and the colluvium 
helps to preserve the record of slackwater deposition because colluvium is 
pebble-sized. Pebble-sized grains are more difficult to entrain during floods 
(Hjulstrom, 1935). 
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Following are four possibilities for the temporal gap represented by the 
line in Figure 25. 
1. A flood of great enough magnitude to scour the paleoflood 
terrace could have eroded the record between 2,000 and 300 
radiocarbon years ago, 
2. there was a change in local channel hydraulics, 
3. humans that occupied the area disturbed the stratigraphy or 
4. there was a significant reduction in slackwater deposition 
because floods between 2,000 and 300 years ago were not large 
enough to overtop the 2,000-year old flood terrace. 
Possibilities 1 and 4 are considered together here because they rely on 
stratigraphic evidence, which should indicate the existence of an interrupted 
record if erosion occurred or a continuous record if there was an extreme-flood 
hiatus. The stratigraphy at Location 2 makes a strong argument for a 
continuous record and therefore a hiatus because it displays several sequences 
of dark angular mafic pebble-sized-shard dominated units grading into sand 
that overtops silt units (Figures 12 and 16 to 20). 
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To explain the radiocarbon-age gap the source location and depositional 
processes associated with sediments in the stratigraphy must be understood 
and for that reason depositional processes in the canyon were scrutinized in 
the field. It was decided that rock fragments could be introduced to the 
stratigraphy by one of two processes. One process is bedrock wall weathering. 
There is an escarpment with a steep talus slope of dark angular rock fragments 
making up the western boundary of the Tin Shed site (Figure 9). The surface 
unit at Location 2 primarily consists of dark angular mafic rock fragments. At 
the embankment exposure the dark unit is a few centimeters thick (Figures 16 
and 20), but the trench that was dug at Location 2.3, had a unit thickness of 0.5 
m (1.5 ft) at the terrace end (Figure 9), which suggests the gradual burial of 
slackwater deposits in the upper stratigraphy by talus slope colluvium. 
The other process is the deposition of heavy-mineral-rich grains along 
the riverbank during wave propagation. When powerboats go by waves form 
and rush toward the riverbank. Long after the boats are gone waves continue 
to erode and redeposit grains in the same fashion that is observed on beaches. 
This process is discounted because the process only produces thin lineaments 
of dark mineral grains along the riverbank, wave propagation is related to a 
<50-year anthropogenic influence rather than a long-term repeated natural 
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occurrence and the volume of mafic-grain deposition on the riverbank is much 
lower than the volume of mafic grains found in the stratigraphy. Also, the 
angularity of the grains implies weathering processes and therefore a terrestrial 
source. Grains along the riverbank are probably reworked eroded terrace 
colluvium. 
The source of the colluvium and its position in the stratigraphy suggests 
that slackwater deposits are trapped and preserved by advancing talus slope 
colluvium. The stratigraphy in the slope-trench confirms a gradual long-term 
process introduced the angular grains into the stratigraphy. The thickness of 
the colluvium marks the time between floods and seals the record more tightly 
with each passing year because the thickening pebble-sized grains become 
more difficult to entrain and transport particularly in a low-velocity flow 
regime like that of slackwater depositional areas. In conclusion, since unit 11, 
Location 2.1 is one with angular mafic rocks grading into unit 1, Location 2.2, 
which is a sand unit hosting the 3,800-year old shell near the lower boundary, 
it is likely that unit 1, Location 2.2 was buried by colluvium over a significant 
period of time and the next flood did not occur until approximately 300 years 
ago. 
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Possibility number 2, which relies on an understanding of site channel 
hydraulics cannot be addressed because channel hydraulics was not studied in 
any detail. Possibility number 3, anthropogenic disturbance, was discounted 
because there is evidence of anthropogenic disturbance at all locations. 
Location 3 clearly has been disturbed and the record distorted but at the other 
locations the extent of disturbance appears to be spatially limited to a few 
centimeters in depth and a few meters in width. For example, unit 11, Location 
2.1, which is used to make the argument that the slackwater deposit record is 
continuous, suggests that any human disturbance that may have taken place 
exists over the course of a horizontal distance of less than 7 m (21 ft) and the 
unit is approximately 9 cm (3 in) thick. Although slackwater deposits can be 
thin, shallow human disturbance like that in unit 11, Location 2.1 was probably 
not enough to distort a 2,500-year paleoflood record if extreme floods were as 
frequent as the more abundant upper and lower records indicate (seven floods 
in the past 300 years and at least sixteen floods over a 2,000-year period). 
Another observation that supports the conclusion that fewer floods left 
deposits at the Tin Shed site between about 2,000 years ago and 300 years ago 
is that all units report similar radiocarbon-age-range and date discrepancies. In 
the end however, no definitive answer for the existence of a temporal gap can 
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be given at this time; continued research of more paleoflood terraces along the 
Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River is necessary to add credence to any 
possibility listed above. 
FLOOD HYDROCLIMATOLOGY DAT A AND RES UL TS 
Analogue established based on historical records. 
In this section, significant Snake River main stem gauge information is 
presented first, then results of composite map classification by season are 
presented; next significant floods are discussed and finally, the analogue of 
negative geopotential height anomalies associated with paleofloods at the Tin 
Shed site is proposed. 
Flood dates from the historical gauge record. The master list includes 
Snake River main stem gauges at Hells Canyon Dam, Idaho/Oregon, Joseph, 
Idaho, Nyssa, Oregon, Murphy, Idaho and Weiser, Idaho. One hundred and 
thirty-five tributary gauges were also used in this study (Appendix A). The 
gauges reported two hundred sixty-four days when discharge exceeded the 10-
year recurrence interval. Stream gauges on the Snake River main stem 
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used in this study are shown in Figure 11. Tributary gauges are not shown on 
the map because the gauges are too numerous to properly depict on a small 
map. Partial duration discharges for central and lower Snake River main stem 
stream gauges used in this study are shown in Figures 26 through 31 and 
record discharge for each main stem gauging station is shown in Table 12. 
TABLE 12. RECORD DISCHARGE ON SELECTED SNAKE RIVER MAIN 
STEM GAUGES 
Gauge description Record Q Date of Record Q 10-year R.I. Q (cfs) 
(cfs) 
Hells Canyon Dam 102,000 1/2/1997 77,200 
Joseph 80,800 12/26/1964 72,100 
Murphy 47,300 6/22/1918 31,900 
Nyssa 57,900 4/19/1984 55,020 
Oxbow 89,700 4/28/1952 71,000 
Weiser 120,00 3/3/1910 73,700 
Constructed composite maps. Thirty-four composite maps were 
constructed based on the selected list of flood dates (Appendix B) and then 
categorized by season. Details of the method used are in Chapter II. 
Winter floods. Of the thirteen maps compiled based on high discharge 
dates in winter (December to February), nine composite maps show a similar 
pattern of geopotential height negative anomalies (Table 13, Appendix C). I 
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termed this pattern a northeast trending dual trough (NTD) because the 
anomalies have a general southwest to northeast trend extending from the 
North Pacific Ocean to western North America, and in some cases, equally 
strong negative anomalies occur in two locations (Figure 32). Some of the flood 
days are a continuation of the same initial set of circumstances because of the 
established criteria for mapping. In two instances composites are drawn 
separately for days that are only two days apart because either the main stem 
or tributary gauges did not report floods on the same day or on consecutive 
days and the criteria made it necessary to plot another map. The same 
geopotential-height-anomalies-pattern classification was mapped but the 
strength and detailed morphology of the pattern varied (Table 13 and 
Appendix C). As a result, ten flood-event days are considered unique and of 
the ten days six show a NTD pattern. 
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TABLE 13. SUMMARY OF GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT PATTERNS 
ASSOCIATED WITH 10-YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL FLOOD DATES 
Date Pattern Comments 
12/22-23/1955 NTD 
2/26/57 NTD 
12/22-24/1964 NTD Associated with floods throughout PNW 
12/26/64 NTD Associated with 12/22-24/64 floods 
1/16/7 4 NTD 
2/21/86 NTD 
2/23-25/86 NTD Associated with 2/21 /86 floods 
2/28/86 NTD Associated with 2/21 & 23/86 floods 
1/1/97 NTD Associated with floods throughout PNW 
1/29/65 LNP Near western Alaska 
2/28/86 LNP Near western Alaska 



















TABLE 13. SUMMARY OF GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT PATTERNS 









Over Northern Pacific Ocean and southern 
California 
Adjacent to western California 
Near western Alaska and Aleutian Islands 
5/23/57 Unclassified Strongest anomaly is over the Midwest 
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Figure 32. Northeast trending dual trough (NTD). Formed by the variation in geopotential height anomalies around the time 
of floods in the Snake River Basin (map provided by NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder Colorado from Web 




Three of the winter composite maps show a single circular-shaped 
pattern of negative geopotential height anomalies centered over the Northern 
Pacific Ocean (Figure 33). I termed this pattern a low over the Northern 
Pacific (LNP) (Table 13). All winter LNP' s are positioned near western 
Alaska. One map shows a pattern of geopotential height negative anomalies 
centered over the Alaska/Canada border termed a TAC (Table 13, Figure 34). 
Spring floods. The twenty-one composite maps where spring (March 
through June) high discharge dates were used (Appendix D) yielded sixteen 
maps that showed a LNP, three that showed a NTD, one TAC and one 
unclassified. The unclassified map showed geopotential height negative 
anomalies over the Midwest (Table 12, Appendix D). Two of the LNP's are 
centered over the Aleutians and two are around California. Of the flood days 
in the spring set there was one instance where 2 separate maps were 
constructed for what was probably a single event. Consequently, of the twenty 
unique days in spring sixteen mapped LNP' s and two mapped NTD' s. 
Hirschboeck (1987) showed that decomposition of a gauge flood-series 
into subsets based on hydrometeorologic causes identifies the prevailing 
cause of floods. Further, hydrometeorological or synoptic reports used for 
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Figure 33. Circular-shaped pattern (LNP). Formed by the variation in anomalous geopotential height values around the time of 
floods in the Snake River Basin (map provided by NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder Colorado from their 
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Figure 34 Strong negative anomalies over the Alaska/Canada border (TAC). Formed by the variation in anomalous geopotential height values around the time of floods 




flood-series decomposition detail antecedent conditions that last over several 
days prior to a flood, point out multiple storm centers and single intense 
flood-generating storm centers. No synoptic-scale meteorological reports 
were used to decompose gauge flood-series in the lower and central Snake 
River basins but reports were consulted to ensure that storms occurred prior 
to flood dates used in composite mapping. 
Significant floods. Dates from the master list (Appendix A) were 
compared to Tables 1 and 2 in Chapter I, which is a list of major floods in Idaho 
and Oregon (Paulson et al., 1991). Seven spring floods and four winter flood 
dates from both lists coincided. Details of some of the events from the two lists 
and interpretations follow. 
June 1894. Idaho and Oregon lists major floods on this date. Idaho does 
not give a cause for flooding that state and the gauge at White Bird, Idaho in 
the Salmon River sub-basin is the only one on the master list that recorded a 
flood in spite of the fact that floods occurred statewide (Paulson, 1991). 
Although the gauge at White Bird is on the Salmon River, it was closest in 
proximity to the Snake River at Tin Shed and China Rapids. Oregon indicated 
that the Columbia River exceeded the 100-year recurrence interval. If the 
Columbia River exceeded the 100-year recurrence interval, then the Snake 
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River may have also flooded because it is the major contributor to discharge on 
the Columbia River and tributary floods must be extreme to effect mainstream 
discharge. Considering the fact that flooding in Idaho was statewide and a 
gauge in the vicinity of the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites recorded an 
extreme flood at the same time as Columbia River gauges, one of the more 
upper layers of slackwater deposits at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites 
probably accumulated as a result of a flood on the Snake River. Oregon 
(Paulson et aL, 1991) indicated the cause of the flood in that state was landslide 
and debris-flow related but because of the spatial distribution of the flood in 
Idaho, meteorologic influences cannot been ruled out as a producer of 
slackwater deposition at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites. Composite 
maps were not run for June 1894. 
May 19, 1927. Idaho lists this day as one when the upper Snake River 
basin flooded (Paulson, 1991 ). Three gauges on the master list, one in the 
Boise River sub-basin and two in the Payette River sub-basin, recorded 
floods. The cause of the flood is said to have been a landslide washout, 
therefore the direct cause of the flood was not meteorologic. No cause was 
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given for this flood. Floods on a few gauges in a sub-basin are not likely to 
generate a flood on the main channel, hence it is not likely the May 19, 1927, 
event generated a flood that left a record in the study area. No composite 
map was constructed for this date. 
May 28 to June 1, 1948. Idaho and Oregon indicate major flooding 
occurred and the Columbia River exceeded the 50-year recurrence interval 
during this period (Paulson et aL, 1991). Sixteen gauges in the Clearwater, 
Imnaha, Salmon and Grande Ronde sub-basins recorded floods. The sub-basin 
gauges that recorded floods are all downstream of the study site and no record 
of a gauge in Hells Canyon was found to exist during this time period. 
Consequently, the likelihood of flooding at the Tin Shed and China Rapids 
cannot be determined. No cause for flooding during this period was given. 
The pattern of geopotential height negative anomalies mapped for May 22 to 
27, was classified as a low over the North Pacific Ocean or LNP (Appendix D). 
December 1954 to January 1955. Both Oregon and Idaho (Paulson et 
al., 1991) report major floods during this time period. Seven gauges in the 
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Grande Ronde, Weiser, Salmon and Boise sub-basins recorded floods. The 
cause of floods was heavy runoff at low elevations (Paulson et al., 1991 ). 
Because of the distant location of gauges recording floods during this period, 
the possibility exists that a paleoflood record was left at the Tin Shed and 
China Rapids sites. The pattern of negative anomalies mapped for the period 
was termed a northeast-trending dual trough (Appendix D). There was also a 
strong pattern of positive anomalies over the Gulf of Alaska during this time 
period. 
December 21 to December 23, 1964. Idaho indicated statewide 
flooding below 1,829 m (6,000 ft) because of runoff over frozen ground. 
Thirteen gauges in Malheur, Weiser, Grande Ronde, Boise, Payette, 
Clearwater, and Owyhee sub-basins as well as main stem gauges at Joseph 
and Murphy, Idaho recorded floods. The gauge at Joseph, Idaho was in close 
proximity to the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites and set its record on 
December 26, 1964 when it peaked at 2,288 m3/s (80,800 ft3/s). Flooding on 
the Snake River main stem may have left a record at the sites because there 
was a flood at Joseph and also because of the number of gauges throughout 
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the basin that recorded flooding. The pattern of anomalies mapped for that 
period was a northeast-trending dual trough (Appendix D). 
January 13 to January 171 1974. Northern and Central Idaho had 
gauges that peaked above the 100-year recurrence interval according to 
Paulson et aL (1991). Gauges in the Palouse, Oxbow and Salmon River sub-
basins recorded high discharge. The cause of floods was rain on snow (U.S. 
National Weather Service, 1994). The gauges reporting this event are distal, 
which makes it difficult to determine whether it could have contributed to the 
paleoflood record in the study area. The pattern of negative geopotential 
height anomalies for January 2 to 6 was a NTD (Appendix D). 
June 6 to June 19, 1974. There was statewide flooding in Idaho during 
this period according to the Paulson et al. (1991). Twenty-six gauges in the 
Salmon, Payette, Clearwater and Imnaha sub-basins recorded floods. There 
may have been slackwater deposition on the Snake River because of the 
number of gauges reporting the event, but not necessarily at the Tin Shed or 
China Rapids site because the Salmon, Clearwater and Imnaha discharge into 
the Snake River downstream from the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites and 
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Hells Canyon Dam regulates flow from the Payette River. No cause is given 
for the floods. The pattern of anomalies was classified as a LNP (Appendix 
D). 
May 15 to June 21, 1984. Idaho reported major floods during this 
period. Four gauges in the Salmon, Clearwater and lmnaha River sub-basins 
and the main stem gauge at Murphy, Idaho, recorded floods. The floods 
were caused by rain on snowpack (Paulson et al., 1991 ). The main stem 
gauge at Nyssa, Oregon peaked for the period of record on April 19, 1984. 
Weiser and Hells Canyon Dam main stem gauges also recorded floods 
between April and June of this year. The sub-basins that recorded floods are 
downstream from the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites and the main stem 
gauges are all regulated by flow through Hells Canyon Dam; as a result, it 
cannot be said whether a slackwater record was left at the Tin Shed or China 
Rapids sites as a result of flooding during this period. The pattern of negative 
anomalies mapped for May 3 to May 8 and June 11 to 16 was a weak LNP 
however, a strong pattern of positive geopotential height anomalies also 
existed over the North Pacific Ocean during May and June (Appendix D). 
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January 1 to 3/ 1997. This time period is not on the Paulson et al. (1991) 
list because it did not occur until after publication of the report. During this 
period the master list shows twenty-one gauges, a record number for winter, 
recording floods. Gauges in the Salmon, Grande Ronde, Boise, Clearwater, 
Weiser, Palouse, Owyhee, and Payette River sub-basins and Hells Canyon 
and Weiser gauges on the main stem recorded floods. The Hells Canyon 
Dam gauge, which peaked at 2889 m3/s (102,000 ft3/s), had its record flood. 
Although erosion occurred at the Tin Shed site during this period (Reid, 
2000), no evidence of slackwater deposition was found at either the Tin Shed 
or China Rapids sites. The cause of the flood was rain on snow (National 
Weather Service, 1997). The pattern mapped during this period was a 
northeast-trending dual trough (Appendix D). 
Summary of flood hydrodimatology study. 
The overall pattern that was mapped the most was a circular-shaped 
low over the North Pacific Ocean, however, the result was skewed by the 
number of spring events in the data set. Maps were separated by season and 
the result was different. Two consistent patterns of geopotential height 
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negative anomalies exist prior to floods in the study area of the Snake River 
and its tributaries. The patterns vary in frequency of occurrence based on 
season. In winter the pattern mapped most frequently had a northeast trend 
that extended over the North Pacific Ocean and North America (NTD). Some 
of the days included on the selected list are associated with flood events 
occurring a few days apart, which limits the number of unique flood-days to 
ten. In spring the pattern mapped most frequently had a circular pattern over 
the North Pacific Ocean. Oose inspection of both the pattern of positive and 
negative geopotential height anomalies when NTD' s are mapped indicates the 
presence of a pattern of strong positive geopotential height anomalies near the 
Gulf of Alaska. National Weather Service (1994; 1997) reports suggest that the 
positive anomalies are associated with a moisture delivery controlling pressure 
ridge over western Alaska. 
DISCUSSION 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study accomplished the following: 
1. showed the usefulness of combined paleoflood-flood 
hydroclimatology studies, 
2. called attention to the need for dense gauges and continuous gauge 
records, 
3. enhanced the overall understanding of western United States flood-
producing atmospheric patterns and 




Usefulness of combined paleoflood-flood hydrodimatology studies. 
Flood record on the Tin Shed and China Rapids reaches of the Snake 
River extended and chronicled. This study extended the record of extreme 
floods on the Tin Shed and China Rapids reaches of the Snake River by 
approximately 5,000 years, suggested that slackwater deposition probably 
occurred more frequently before 1960 ± 80 yr BP and after 290 ± 40 yr BP and 
indicated that floods in historical times probably account for a portion of the 
paleoflood record at the sites. 
Before, a 16-year record at Joseph, Idaho and a 35-year record at Hells 
Canyon Dam, Idaho/Oregon, identified two extreme floods in the canyon. 
Now, this study suggests that at least twenty-two extreme floods have 
occurred in the canyon over more than 5,000 years. A temporal gap in the 
frequency of extreme flood occurrence is suggested by the cluster of at least 
fifteen extreme floods that left deposits less than 3 m (9ft) above current river 
stage with ages between 5130 ± 40 to 1960 ± 80 yr BP and seven floods that 
left slackwater deposits more than 3 m (9ft) above current average river stage 
with radiocarbon ages between 290 ± 40 yr BP and present (Figure 25). There 
is a single undated slackwater deposit in the stratigraphic record between the 
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unit that was deposited around 2,000 years ago and the one deposited about 
300 years ago. The significant reduction of flood deposits during this period 
could be due to erosion of the paleoflood record by an extreme flood, a 
change in local channel hydraulics, anthropogenic disturbance or an extended 
period when floods did not leave a paleoflood record. 
The most likely cause is the latter, which is suggested by the 
coincidence of the same temporal gap in all sections and the stratigraphic 
position of old and young deposits in units at Locations 1 and 2. The upper 
stratigraphic section at Location 2 is the best-preserved paleoflood record 
because slackwater deposits are interbedded with colluvium and the 
stratigraphy shows little evidence of large-scale human disturbance. Yet, two 
units that host samples that vary significantly in age (Unit 11, Location 2.1 
and Unit 1, Location 2.2) are adjacent to one another. Unit 11 Location 2.1 
contained a charred sample with a radiocarbon age of 510 ± 60 yr BP and unit 
1 Location 2.2 hosted a shell sample with a radiocarbon age of 3850 ± 50 
(Figure 12). Progressing down-section, the sequence shows abundant coarse 
colluvium units overtopping colluvium intermingled with sand followed by 
fine sand and silt units therefore suggesting extended periods of surface 
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exposure of slackwater deposits between floods. The sequence of events are 
interpreted to have happened in the following manner: 
1. first, flood-water deposited sand and silt on top of the flood terrace, 
2. then colluvium eroded from the bedrock walls migrated toward the 
river's edge and mixed with the sand and silt, 
3. finally, with increasing time between floods capable of overtopping 
the terrace, enough colluvium accumulated to form a thick unit of dark 
angular mafic shards (Figure 16). 
The stratigraphy at Location 2 suggests the above sequence of events 
happened at least four times. The second sequence of slackwater sediment 
deposition then the gradual covering of sediments with colluvium is recorded 
in unit 1, Location 2.2 and unit 11, Location 2.1, which are the same two units 
that are host to radiocarbon-dated material with an age gap of over 3,000 
years. Although the stratigraphy does not include colluvium, the same is true 
for Location 1.2. Unit 4 hosted a charcoal sample with a radiocarbon age of 
320 ± 50 yr BP and unit 5 hosted a shell with a radiocarbon age of 3050 ± 50 yr 
BP. 
Radiocarbon dates, stratigraphic evidence, government reports 
(Paulson et al., 1991; U.S. National Weather Service, 1988 and 1994) and 
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stream gauge data, suggests that historical floods are recorded in the 
stratigraphy at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites. Evidence favors 
slackwater deposition during floods in June 1894 because historical records 
indicate flooding throughout the Snake River basin and Columbia River 
stream gauges reached their 100-year recurrence interval discharge (Paulson 
et al., 1991 ). If Columbia River discharge below the Snake River confluence 
reached the 100-year recurrence interval, then the Snake River probably 
exceeded its 100-year recurrence interval discharge because the Snake River 
contributes approximately 45% of the total discharge from tributaries to the 
Columbia River and tributaries usually reach greater flood extremes when 
the main stem floods. Slackwater deposits at all study sites hosted samples 
within the date range for the 1894 event. 
Floods in late December of 1955 and 1964 may have contributed to the 
paleoflood record at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites also because sub-
basins from Boise to the confluence of the Grande Ronde River reported 
floods. The thin silt unit 2, Location 2.1 could be evidence of either the 1955 or 
1964 flood but no dateable material was found in this unit. 
The most extreme flood in the canyon since, construction of Hells 
Canyon Dam, happened from January 1 to 3, 1997. Comparison of aerial 
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photographs taken in 1955, 1964 and 1998 show the retreat of sediments atop 
the Pittsburg Creek alluvial deposits adjacent to the Tin Shed site and an 
anecdotal account by Reid (2000) attests to the occurrence of erosion at the 
site. If embankment erosion on the Tin Shed site, like that due to the January 
1997 flood, is a typical response to extreme flood events since dam 
construction it is not likely that there has been any slackwater deposition 
since the dam was built. 
Consistent pattern of negative geopotential height anomalies found. 
The most consistent pattern of negative geopotential height anomalies in 
existence prior to floods was a circular-shaped pattern over the North Pacific 
Ocean (LNP) (Figure 34) because there were more spring floods than winter 
ones. When the data was separated by season, two consistent patterns of 
negative geopotential height anomalies were found to exist prior to floods on 
the Snake River main stem and its tributaries. In winter, the pattern most 
often mapped prior to floods was a northeast trending set of anomalies 
(NTD) (Figure 33). Often the strongest negative anomalies were over the 
Northern Pacific Ocean and the Pacific Northwest. In spring, the circular-
shaped low over the Northern Pacific Ocean (LNP) was the pattern most 
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frequently mapped. Both cases also often showed a pattern of geopotential 
height positive anomalies over western Alaska or the Aleutian Islands. 
Review of the record of long duration and intense precipitation (U.S. 
National Weather Service, 1994; 1997) one to two days prior to floods implies 
that in the last 35 years flood-producing winter precipitation occurs the 
pattern of positive geopotential height anomalies over the Aleutian Islands 
have an influence on flood-producing meteorological conditions because they 
report the presence of a blocking high-pressure system over the Gulf of 
Alaska that lasts from a few days to weeks. While the blocking high-pressure 
system persists a pattern of strong NTD' s develops. They go one to say that 
eventually the high dissipates and storms that were blocked from moving 
north by the high-pressure ridge enter the continent, bringing moisture that 
inundates the Pacific Northwest, northern California and sometimes Nevada 
(U.S. National Weather Service, 1994; 1997). 
Pattern of negative geopotential height anomalies in existence 
during pre-historical extreme floods proposed. If over the last 5,000 years 
there has been no change in the type of atmospheric conditions that lead to 
floods, a similar pattern of negative geopotential height anomalies and 
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subsequent hydrometeorologic conditions may have led to the floods that left 
a paleoflood record at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites. 
Need for dense gauges and continuous gauge records. 
The Snake River is a major water resource in the Pacific Northwest 
therefore; dense discharge gauges and continuous systematic discharge data 
should exist for this river. Flood frequency and magnitude data, which is 
reported by systematic gauge recordings, are an important component of 
water resource management considerations. The Hells Canyon reach of the 
Snake River represents approximately one-third of the river's total length but 
the 35-year old Hells Canyon Dam gauge is the only discharge gauge on the 
reach today. Abundant strategically placed gauges quantify streamflow 
character and variability; therefore the longer the record the more precisely 
each event is weighed against other events in the record. The usefulness of 
high-density long-duration gauges can be seen in examples in the paragraphs 
below that compare the results of this study and how Joseph, Idaho gauge 
record may have enhanced the results had gauge been left in place. 
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Only two of the six main stem gauges used in this study have records 
that date back more than 80 years and neither of them is in the canyon. If the 
stream gauge at Joseph, Idaho had been installed earlier and not removed in 
1971, a clearer picture of flood events near the Tin Shed and China Rapids 
sites and their response to hydrometeorological conditions may have been 
drawn at the end of this study. 
The comparison of winter and spring stream gauge reports (U.S. 
Geological Survey, 2000) to hydrometeorological event reports (U.S. National 
Weather Service, 1994; 1997) pointed to a difference in basin stream flow 
response depending on season. In winter, distal gauges reported floods and 
in spring proximal gauges reported floods. For example, in January 1997, 
more gauges in the Snake River basin reported winter floods than ever 
before. Those gauges extended from the Grande Ronde River sub-basin in 
the northwest to the Boise River sub-basin in the southeast, in contrast, in 
June 1974, a record-high number of gauges in the Snake River basin recorded 
floods, but they were on the Payette, Salmon and Clearwater River sub-
basins, which are all on the eastern flank of the Snake River basin. If the 
gauge at Joseph, Idaho had been left in place after 1971, the effect of spring 
floods in multiple sub-basins on main stem discharge might have been 
measured and could, therefore have been addressed in this study. 
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June 1894 appears to be one of the worst flood periods in the history of 
the Pacific Northwest but since there were no gauges in Hells Canyon in 1894 
nothing is known about discharge conditions on the Snake River near the Tin 
Shed and China Rapids sites during this historic event. 
More Snake River main stem gauges recorded floods in the spring of 
1984 than any other time in the record but all of the gauges were upstream 
from Hells Canyon Dam. The flow was checked through the dam but if this 
was part of a large-scale meteorologic event over the lower and central Snake 
River basin the gauge at Joseph, Idaho may have told us if that event affected 
the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites. 
The January 2,1997 flood at Hells Canyon Dam set the gauge record 
there and it is thought that the Tin Shed embankment eroded during this 
event, however, no parameters can be set for the discharge necessary to cause 
erosion because there are no gauges near the study site. As it stands, because 
of the scarcity of gauges in the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River, spring 
floods cannot be discounted as producers of extreme floods on the main 
channel, nor can attenuation of flow through the canyon be determined. If the 
gauge at Joseph, Idaho was installed earlier and left in place it may have 
provided insight into the uncertainties mentioned above. 
Enhanced the overall understanding of western United States flood-
producing atmospheric patterns. 
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In Ely's (1997) study, it was suggested that a strong pattern of negative 
anomalies existed off of the coast of California a day before winter floods in 
northern Arizona and southern Utah. This study has shown that winter 
floods are often associated with a pattern of negative geopotential height 
anomalies that span from the North Pacific Ocean inland over the 
northwestern United States. Therefore, the type of negative geopotential 
height anomalies that influence flood-producing hydrometeorological 
conditions in the northwest is somewhat different from the pattern seen in 
Ely's (1997) study. However, the existence of strong positive anomalies near 
the Gulf of Alaska seems to exert an influence on floods in both the Pacific 
Northwest and Southwest. 
Need for more paleoflood-flood hydroclimatology studies in the 
Northwest. 
There is a need for further research on the Snake River that associates 
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hydrometeorologic conditions to floods in the central and lower Snake River 
basin. Results of this studv are tentative at best because of the newness of the 
J 
combined research technique and limited availability of high-resolution data. 
This is the first combined paleoflood-flood hydroclimatology study on the 
Snake River and winter floods were considered more significant in this 
instance but it is too early to discount spring floods as contributors to 
slackwater deposit accumulation at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites. 
Approximately 25% of the incidents associated with noteworthy floods in the 
Snake River basin, according to Tables 1 and 2 (Paulson et al. 1991), occurred 
in spring and seven of the eleven floods on the main stem occurred in spring 
(Appendix B) nevertheless, few hydrometeorological reports reviewed for 
this study associated Snake River floods to the hydrometeorologic conditions 
that cause them and even fewer related floods, hydrometeorologic conditions 
and the hydroclimatologic conditions that control them. Only one study 
could be found that linked larger-scaled upper atmospheric conditions to 




The stratigraphy at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites states the 
significance of paleoflood studies by providing a record of floods for over 
5,000 years. Slackwater deposits at the two sites have extended the record of 
floods in the Hells Canyon reach of the river back more than 5,000 years and 
suggest that there was a period of at least 1,700 years when floods were not 
able to leave deposits at either study site. More combined studies on the 
Snake River will enhance our understanding of the Snake River basin and 
because it is the second largest river basin in the northwest, we would better 
understand the regional response of floods to large-scale atmospheric 
circulation patterns thus addressing water resource management issues. 
The paleoflood record at the Tin Shed and China Rapids sites has a 
temporal gap from 1960 ± 80 to 290 ± 40 yr BP that cannot be understood until 
more detailed studies at other sites determine accurately whether there was 
anthropogenic disturbance to the record, less frequent extreme flooding, the 
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record was eroded because of larger stronger floods or there was a change in 
the local channel geometry that caused a significant decrease in the frequency 
of slackwater deposition at these sites. 
The flood hydroclimatology portion of the study has suggested a 
northeast-trending pattern of negative geopotential height anomalies as the 
type associated with extreme winter floods in the Snake River basin. 
Regardless of season, several of the largest floods in the modern record were 
associated with rain on snow, so antecedent conditions are also important in 
creating large floods on the river. At the beginning of the study, it was 
understood that frontal cyclonic patterns often brought several flood-
producing storms into the Snake River basin (Hirschboeck, 1991 ). Now it is 
known that the day after a storm of intense or long-duration precipitation is 
reported over the Snake River basin one to three storm centers are reported 
over northern California and sometimes Nevada (U.S. National Weather 
Service 1988; 1994; 1997). 
Continuous gauge data combined with slackwater deposit analysis in 
this pristine canyon where sediments are relatively undisturbed could prove 
to be of benefit to the scientific understanding of floods and their relationship 
to both long and short-range climate variability. 
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10-YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL FLCX)DS 
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10-YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL MASTER LIST 
Water Month/ Gage No. Discharge 10yrR.I. Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
1871 6 13185000 19600 11300 Boise Twin Spr. 
1872 6 13185000 22700 11300 Boise Twin Spr. 
1894 6 13317000 120000 96000 Salmon At White Bd. 
1904 23-Feb 13184000 25500 20840 Owyhee Owyhee 
14-Apr 13275500 1690 1246Powder Nr Baker 
Grande 
14-Apr 13319000 6300 6077 Ronde La Grande 
Grande 
1908 16-Mar 13319000 6300 6077Ronde La Grande 
1909 5-Jun 13239000 4250 3950 Payette Nf At McCall 
1910 1-Mar 13332000 12400 9101 Wallowa Minam 
2-Mar 13184000 29000 20840 Owyhee Owyhee 
3-Mar 13269000 120000 73700 Snake Main At Weiser 
20-Mar 13275500 1820 1246Powder Nr Baker 
Grande 
22-Mar 13324000 9220 9072Ronde Elgin 
1911 17-Jun 13239000 4090 3950 Payette At McCall 
Clearwater 
1912 30-May 13338000 9830 7990Sf Nr Grangev. 
15-Jun 13269000 73800 73700 Snake Main At Weiser 
1913 26-May 13339000 76600 76500 Clearwater At Kamia 
27-May 13330000 2540 214 7 Lostine Nr Lostine 
1914 10-Jun 13172500 39600 36200 Snake Main Murphy 
1917 15-May 13191000 9200 8340 Sf Boise Nr Lenox 
Clearwater 
30-May 13338000 15000 7990Sf Nr Grangev. 
1-Jun 13172500 38300 36200 Snake Main Murphy 
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10-YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL MASTER LIST 
Water Month/ Gage No. Discharge 10 yr R.I. Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
1918 22-Jun 13172500 47300 36200 Snake Main Murphy 
1921 17-May 13191000 9020 8340 Sf Boise Nr Lenox 
Weiser/Lost 
17-May 13254500 688 525Cr Tamarac 
SalmonNal 
21-May 13295000 1850 1570Cr At Stanley 
23-May 13269000 83100 73700 Snake Main At Weiser 
4-Jun 13172500 40800 36200 Snake Main Murphy 
9-Jun 13237500 9330 8930 Payette Sf Nr Gard. VI 
9-Jun 13247500 22100 20200 Payette Sf Nr Horsesh 
12-Jun 13302500 16400 14600 Salmon At Salmon 
Payette/Ded 
1922 26-May 13237000 3080 2630w R Nr Lowman 
Payette/Ded 
7-Jun 13237000 2780 2630w R Nr Lowman 
15-Jun 13302500 14700 14600 Salmon At Salmon 
Salmon/Ynk 
15-Jun 13296000 2830 2750Fk Nr Clayton 
1925 4-Feb 13261000 1840 1340 Weiser/ Little Nr Ind Val 
1927 17-May 13191000 9020 8340 Sf Boise Nr Lenox 
Payette/Dad 
17-May 13237000 4090 2630w R Nr Lowman 
17-May 13238000 13800 13400 Payette Nr Banks 
Payette/Dwd 
8-Jun 13237000 3910 2630R Nr Lowman 
8-Jun 13330500 1480 1402 lmn/Bear Cr NrWallowa 
Payette/Ded 
12-Jun 13236500 2100 2100w R Bl Dwd Rs 
13-Jun 13247500 21000 20200 Payette Sf nr Horsesh 
lmn/Wall ab 
26-Jun 13325500 1630 1421 Lk nrJoseph 
Salmon/bl 
27-Jun 13295500 5020 4720Val Cr at Stanley 
Salmon/B Yn 
27-Jun 13296500 8000 7950Fk nr Clayton 
Payette/Ded 
1928 9-May 13237000 4230 2630w R nr Lowman 
26-May 13236500 2150 2100 Payette/Ded bl Dw Rs 
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10-YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL MASTER LIST 
Water Month/ 
Gage No. Discharge 10 yr RI. Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
wR 
Payette/Ded 
26-May 13237000 3530 2630w R nr Lowman 
26-May 13237500 10600 8930 Payette Sf nr Gard Val 
27-May 13247500 21500 20200 Payette sf nr Horsesh 
Grande 
1931 31-Mar 13319000 8500 6077Ronde La Grande 
Grande 
1932 8-Mar 13332500 18300 15700 Ronde Rondowa 
Grande 
18-Mar 13319000 8880 6077Ronde La Grande 
Boise/Mores 
19-Mar 13201000 4250 3950Cr nr Arrowr Id 
Malheur/Burn 
15-Apr 13275000 1200 1154 t Huntington 
25-Jun 13298000 2830 2820 Salmon Ef nr Clayton 
Salmon/Bear 
1933 6-Jun 13309000 3450 3240VI nr Cape Hor 
9-Jun 13314000 20000 17300 Salmon sf nr Warren 
Salmon/John 
9-Jun 13313000 5150 4530Cr at Yell Pine 
9-Jun 13310500 1560 1510Salmon sf nr Knox 
10-Jun 13342500 13600 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
10-Jun 13340000 81500 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
Clearwater/L 
10-Jun 13337000 34800 28100och nr Lowell 
10-Jun 13339000 81400 76500 Clearwater at Kamia 
10-Jun 13330500 1540 1402 lmn/Bear Cr nr Wallowa 
13-Jun 13306000 901 858 Salmon Nf at North Fk 
14-Jun 13311000 369 299 Salmon ef/sf at Stibnite 
14-Jun 13312000 2050 1460 Salmon ef/sf nr Yel. Pine 
15-Jun 13311500 783 591 Salmon ef/sf nt Stibnite 
16-Jun 13330000 2310 214 7 Lostine nr Lostine 
1936 23-Dec 13342500 13600 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
Malheur/Burn 
14-Apr 13273000 1510 1219t Hereford 
Boise/Mores 
19-Apr 13201000 4550 3950Cr nr Arrowr Id 
22-Apr 13330500 1620 1402 lnm/Bear Cr nr Wallowa 
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10-YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL MASTER LIST 
Water Month/ Gage No. Discharge 10 yr R.I. Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
24-Apr 13191000 8400 8340 sf Boise nr Lenox 
Salmon/Lem 
3-Jun 13305500 2400 2090hi at Salmon 
1938 4-May 13290000 72800 71000 Snake Main at Oxbow 
19-Apr 13342500 134000 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
6-Jun 13298000 3580 2820 Salmon Ef nr Clayton 
1942 28-May 13245000 6160 6030 Payette NF at Cascade 
Salmon/Lem 
9-Jun 13305500 2110 2090hi at Salmon 
Boise/Mores 
1943 8-Apr 13201000 6610 3950Cr nr Arrowr Id 
14-Apr 13191000 9550 8340 sf Boise nr Lenox 
Malheur/Burn 
17-Apr 13273000 2220 1219t 
17-Apr 13190500 9100 7570 sf Boise And.R.Dam 
21-Apr 13290000 74600 71000 Snake Main at Oxbow 
13-May 13191000 9360 8340 sf Boise nr Lenox 
Payette/Ded 
1-Jun 13237000 3400 2630w R nr Lowman 
3-Jun 13245000 7000 6030 Payette NF at Cascade 
Boise/Lime 
1946 19-Apr 13186500 1180 1180Crk nr Bennett 
Boise/Mores 
19-Apr 13201000 3990 3950Cr nr Arrowr Id 
Grande 
1947 15-Dec 13333000 30000 27940 Ronde Troy 
Salmon/Jhns 
9-May 13313000 4530 4530n C at Yel Pine 
10-May 13245000 7320 6030 Payette NF at Cascade 
11-May 13246000 8830 6850 Payette NF nr Banks 
C'Wtr/Potlatc 
1948 26-Feb 13341500 13000 11100 h at Kendrick 
22-May 13339000 86500 Clearwater at Kamia 
Salmon/Jhns 
27-May 13313000 4620 4530n C at Yel Pine 
Grande 
28-May 13332500 18300 15700 Ronde Rondowa 
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10-YEAR RECURRENCE INTERVAL MASTER LIST 
Water Month/ Gage No. Discharge 10 yr RL Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
28-May 13314000 23000 Salmon Sf nr Warren 
28-May 13292000 5700 56481mnaha at lmnaha 
29-May 13317000 101000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
29-May 13342500 177000 Clearwater at Spalding 
29-May 13315000 82800 82800 Salmon nr Frnch Cr 
Clearwater 
29-May 13340500 27400 23000Nf at Bungalow 
Clearwater 
29-May 13337500 3700 3050Sf nr Elk City 
29-May 13337000 34600 28100C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
29-May 13339000 99000 76500 Clearwater at Kamia 
Clearwater 
29-May 13338000 12600 7990Sf nr Grangev 
Salm/Lil 
1-Jun 13316500 9200 7920Salmon Riggins 
Payette/Lk 
3-Jun 13240000 2600 2050FK Ab Jumbo 
3-Jun 13317000 103000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
Salmon/Bg 
3-Jun 13310000 5800 5370Crk nr Big Crk 
4-Jun 13239000 4260 3950 Payette at McCall 
9-Jun 13312000 1770 1460 Salmon ef/sf nr Yell Pine 
1949 16-May 13342500 123000 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
Clearwater 
16-May 13340500 23500 23000Nf at Bungalow 
16-May 13337000 29600 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
Salmon/Jhns 
16-May 13313000 4610 4530n C at Yel Pine 
Boise/Mores 
1952 1-Apr 13201000 4040 3950Cr nr Arrowr Id 
25-Mar 13214000 9030 5369 Malheur nr Drewsey 
Grande 
25-Mar 13318500 3780 3586Ronde Hilgard 
14-Apr 13181000 27800 27500 Owyhee Rome 
15-Apr 13183000 22900 20180 Owyhee OwyDam 
Boise/Lime 
27-Apr 13186500 1180 1180Crk nr Bennett 
Boise/Fall 
27-Apr 13187000 1150 838Crk Andsn Ran 
27-Apr 13190500 8590 7570 sf Boise And.R.Dam 
27-Apr 13254500 585 525 Weiser/Lost Tamarac 
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Water Month/ 
Gage No. Discharge 10 yr R.L Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
Cr 
Salmon/Mud 
27-Apr 13315500 395 334Ck nr Tamarac 
28-Apr 13290000 89700 71000Snake Main at Oxbow 
29-Apr 13269000 84500 73700 Snake Main at Weiser 
29-May 13292500 721 715Salmon nr Obsidian 
Payette/Ded 
7-Jun 13237000 2880 2630w R nr Lowman 
Payette/Ded 
1953 14-Jul 13236500 2580 2100w R bl Ded Res 
Payette/Dad 
1954 27-Jul 13236500 2220 2100w R bl Ded Res 
1955 2-Jan 13266000 19900 19800 Weiser nr Weiser 
11-Jun 13330500 1540 1402 lnm/Bear Cr nrWallowa 
Grande 
1956 22-Dec 13318500 3720 3586Ronde Hilgard 
22-Dec 13251500 1320 885Weiser at Tamarac 
22-Dec 13257000 1710 1490 Weiser Mt nr Mesa 
22-Dec 13258500 10100 8720Weiser nr Camb 
Salmon/Mud 
22-Dec 13315500 393 334Cr nr Tamarac 
Boise/Mores 
23-Dec 13200000 5440 3650Crk A Rob nrAr 
Boise/Robie 
23-Dec 13200500 163 147Crk nr Arr Dam 
Grande 
25-Mar 13318500 3700 3586Ronde Hilgard 
Grande 
8-May 13319000 6360 6077Ronde La Grande 
Grande 
8-May 13318500 5060 3586Ronde Hilgard 
24-May 13275500 1340 1246Powder nr Baker 
Boise/Sf 
24-May 13186000 7580 6840Boise Featherville 
24-May 13205000 7050 6530 Payette/Sf at Lowman 
24-May 13237500 9980 8930 Payette Sf nr Gard Val 
24-May 13238000 13400 13400 Payette nr Banks 
24-May 13317000 106000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
24-May 13315000 88600 82800 Salmon nr Fr. Crk 
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Year Day Sub-basin 
24-May 13308500 2980 2520 Salmon Mf nr Capehn 
Salmon/B Yn 
24-May 13296500 10300 7950Fk nr Clayton 
SalmonNal 
24-May 13295000 2000 15700Cr at Stanley 
24-May 13337000 28500 28100C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
24-May 13339000 77800 76500 Cleawater at Kamia 
25-May 13190500 9850 7570 sf Boise And.R.Dam 
25-May 13298500 15400 12200 Salmon nr Challis 
25-May 13302500 16500 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
26-May 13307000 24900 21000 Salmon nr Shoup 
Salmon/bl 
27-May 13295500 5070 4720Val Cr at Stanley 
27-May 13310500 1620 1510Salmon Sf nr Knox 
Salmon/Bear 
27-May 13309000 3860 3240VI nr Capehn 
Salmon/Jhns 
27-May 13313000 5440 4530Cr at Yel Pine 
Salmon/Chai 
6-Jun 13299000 508 410Crk nr Challis 
Payette/Ded 
7-Jun 13236500 2160 2100w R bl Ded Res 
1957 24-Feb 13214000 10700 5369 Malheur nr Drewsey 
Malheur/Lil 
24-Feb 13220000 12300 8689Val nr Hope 
Malheur/Burn 
26-Feb 13275000 2190 1154t Huntington 
Boise/Spr 
26-Feb 13207000 244 209Val Cr nr Eagle 
26-Feb 13261000 1480 1340 Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
14-May 13261000 1750 1340Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
19-May 13261000 1420 1340Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
Clearwater 
20-May 13338000 8910 7990Sf nr Grangev 
23-May 13290500 76700 72100 Snake Main nrJoseph 
3-Jun 13310500 1510 1510Salmon Sf nr Knox 
6-Jun 13298500 12700 12200 Salmon nr Challis 
Salmon/Lem 
7-Jun 13305000 1840 1820hi nr Lemhi 
Salmon/Pahs 
8-Jun 13302000 796 462im nr May 
20-Jun 13330000 2170 214 7 Lostine nr Lostine 
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Weiser/Pine 
1958 25-Feb 13260000 850 557Cr 
Malheur/Burn 
22-Apr 13275000 1330 1154 t Huntington 
11-May 13275500 1400 1246Powder nr Baker 
Boise/Bann. 
12-May 13196500 34 34Crk Idaho City 
Boise/Sf 
22-May 13186000 7560 6840Boise Featherville 
Salmon/Chai 
26-May 13299000 4444 410Cr nr Challis 
Salmon/Bear 
28-May 13309000 3270 VI nr Capehn 
C'wtr/Fish 
1962 8-Jan 13336900 2230 2220Crk nr Lowell 
Salmon/Mud 
2-Apr 13315500 360 334Cr nr Tamarac 
1963 2-Feb 13214000 6000 5369 Malheur nr Drewsey 
Malheur/Lil 
2-Feb 13220000 10600 8689Val nr Hope 
C'wtr/Fish 
1964 20-May 13336900 2280 2220Crk nrLowell 
8-Jun 13342500 141000 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
8-Jun 13339000 103000 76500 Clearwater at Kamia 
Sal/nf 
8-Jun 13316800 471 279Skookum nr White Bd 
Clearwater 
8-Jun 13338500 17500 11800Sf at Stites 
8-Jun 13337000 35100 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
Clearwater 
8-Jun 13337500 4040 3050Sf nr Elk City 
17-Jul 13213900 100 75.1 Malheur Trib Drewsey 
Malheur/Burn 
1965 22-Dec 13275000 2220 11541 Huntington 
22-Dec 13261000 1480 1340Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
23-Dec 13214000 12000 5369 Malheur nr Drewsey 
Grande 
23-Dec 13333000 42200 27940Ronde Troy 
23-Dec 13185000 18800 11300Boise Twin Spr 
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Boise/Mores 
23-Dec 13200000 5360 3650Crk A Rob n Ar 
Boise/Robie 
23-Dec 13200500 226 147Crk nr Arr Dam 
23-Dec 13238000 20800 13400 Payette nr Banks 
23-Dec 13247500 27000 20200 Payette sf nr Horsesh 
23-Dec 13341050 102000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
Clearwater/Bl 
23-Dec 13341300 151 120Cr nr Bovil 
23-Dec 13342500 122000 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
Clearwater 
23-Dec 13340500 24700 23000Nf at Bungalo 
24-Dec 13181000 33500 27500 Owyhee Rome 
Grande 
24-Dec 13332500 17900 15700Ronde Rondowa 
24-Dec 13172500 38300 36200 Snake Main Murphy 
Owyhee/Jor 
24-Dec 13178000 7530 4010Crk Jordan Val. 
26-Dec 13290500 80800 72100 Snake Main nrJoseph 
Grande 
29-Jan 13333000 33100 27940 Ronde Troy 
Boise/Robie 
29-Jan 13200500 274 147Crk nr Arr Dam 
C'Wtr/Ef 
29-Jan 13341500 16000 11100 Potlatc nr Bovil 
Grande 
30-Jan 13319000 14100 6077Ronde La Grande 
Grande 
30-Jan 13332500 24700 15700Ronde Rondowa 
31-Jan 13286700 3470 2678Powder Richland 
Grande 
2-Feb 13323500 6480 5266 Ronde Elgin 
Boise/Spr 
26-Feb 13207000 244 209Val Cr nr Eagle 
20-Apr 13251500 996 885Weiser at Tamarac 
C'water/Blm 
20-Apr 13341300 134 1210Cr nr Bovil 
C'Wtr/Ef 
20-Apr 13341400 1140 1110 Potlatc nr Bovil 
Boise/Mores 
22-Apr 13200000 4330 3650Crk A Rob n Ar 
Weiser/Lost 
22-Apr 13254500 577 525Cr Tamarac 
22-Apr 13274200 1530 1414 Burnt nr Brdgport 
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Water Month/ 
Gage No. Discharge 10 yr RL Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
lmnaha/Deer 
30-Apr 13291400 16 13.5Cr nr lmnaha 
30-Apr 13275300 971 664.5 Powder nr Sumpter 
1-May 13337500 3060 3050 Clearter Sf nr Elk City 
Salmon B Yn 
11-Jun 13296500 8220 7950Fk nr Clayton 
Boise/Sf 
12-Jun 13186000 7560 6840Boise Featherville 
12-Jun 13317000 96600 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
13-Jun 13307000 22100 21000 Salmon nr Shoup 
13-Jun 13302500 15300 14600 Salmon nr Salmon 
12-Jul 13298500 12500 12200 Salmon nr Challis 
1967 10-Mar 13213900 87 75.1 Malheur Trib Drewsey 
24-May 13275300 874 664.5 Powder nr Sumpter 
Pine 
1968 21-Feb 13290190 7117 5780 Crk/Oxbow nr Oxb OR 
1969 9-Jun 13330000 2210 214 7 Lostine at Lostine 
Pine 
1970 23-Jan 13290190 6630 5780 Crk/Oxbow 
6-Jun 13330000 2150 2147 Lostine at Lostine 
29-Jun 13245000 6680 6030 Payette Nf at Cascade 
Malheur/Burn 
1971 17-Jan 13274600 98 84t 
19-Jan 13181000 28900 27500 Owyhee Rome 
20-Jan 13286700 3130 2678Powder Richland 
C'Wtr/Ef 
20-Jan 13341400 1120 1110 Potlatc nr Bovil 
Malheur/Burn 
8-Apr 13273000 1280 1219t 
9-Apr 13274200 1600 1414 Burnt nr Brdgport 
Malheur/Burn 
10-Apr 13275000 1750 1154t 
4-May 13251300 87 73 Weiser/W Br nr Tamarac 
Boise/Bann. 
4-May 13196500 35 34Crk Idaho City 
13-May 13341050 107000 99900 Clearwater 
13-May 13341050 107000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
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Clearwater 
19-May 13337599 3270 3050Sf nr Elk City 
Salmon/Brun 
31-May 13297350 31 300 nr Clayton 
Salmon/Pan. 
31-May 13306500 3030 2980Cr nr Shoup 
25-Jun 13330000 2290 214 7 Lostine nr Lostine 
26-Jun 13295000 1650 1570Salmon 
26-Jun 13240000 2770 2050 Payette 
SalmonNal 
26-Jun 13295000 1650 1570Cr at Stanley 
27-Jun 13305000 1960 1860Salmon 
27-Jun 13247500 20400 20200 Payette nr Horsesh 
27-Jun 13251000 20800 20700 Payette 
Payette/Ded 
27-Jun 13236500 2100 2100w R bl Ded Res 
Salmon/Lem 
27-Jun 13305000 1960 1820hi nr Lemhi 
28-Jun 13245000 7240 6030 Payette Nf at Cascade 
29-Jun 13246000 8060 6850 Payette Nf nr Banks 
Grande 
1972 13-Mar 13319000 6300 6077Ronde 
Grande 
19-Mar 13323500 5510 5266Ronde 
Malheur/Burn 
22-Mar 13275000 1230 1154 t 
Clearwater 
17-May 13340600 29700 29200Nf nr Can Ran 
Clearwater 
17-May 13337500 3220 3050Sf nr Elk City 
Salmon Brun 
31-May 13297350 42 300 nr Clayton 
1-Jun 13341050 101000 99900 Clearwater 
1-Jun 13341050 101000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
Salmon/L 
1-Jun 13297450 570 403Boul nr Clayton 
2-Jun 13317000 100000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
2-Jun 13336500 43400 37500 Clearwater 
2-Jun 13337000 31800 28100 Clearwater 
2-Jun 13340000 87300 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
8-Jun 13302500 16200 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
8-Jun 13296500 8740 7950 Salmon b Yn nr Clayton 
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Fk 
10-Jun 13310700 5630 5420 Salmon sf nr Krassel 
10-Jun 13307000 22200 21000Salmon nr Shoup 
10-Jun 13298500 14000 12200 Salmon nr Challis 
11-Jun 13235000 7190 6350 Payette 
Malheur/Burn 
1973 16-Jan 13275000 1320 1154t 
Pine 
1974 16-Jan 13290190 6810 5780 Crk/Oxbow 
Salmon/Lil 
16-Jan 13316500 9700 9440Salm at Riggins 
16-Jan 13345000 10100 7520 Palouse nr Potlatch 
Malheur/Burn 
2-Apr 13275000 1450 1154t 
5-Jun 13310700 5510 5420 Salmon sf nr Krassel 
5-Jun 13337000 30000 28100 Clearwater 
5-Jun 13330000 2550 2147 Lostine nr Lostine 
15-Jun 13330500 17300 1402 lmn/Bear Cr nrWallowa 
Salmon/Tho 
16-Jun 13297330 332 332m nr Clayton 
16-Jun 13297355 694 637Salmon 
16-Jun 13336500 43100 37500 Clearwater 
16-Jun 13337000 32000 28100 Clearwater 
16-Jun 13340000 85800 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
16-Jun 13340600 32300 29200 Clearwater nf nr Can.Ran 
16-Jun 13342500 131000 122000 Clearwater 
16-Jun 13235000 8980 6350 Payette 
Payette/ Lk 
16-Jun 13240000 2710 2050Fk nr Jumbe 
Salmon/Pan. 
16-Jun 13306500 3050 2980Cr nr Shoup 
16-Jun 13341050 127000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
17-Jun 13302500 17700 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
17-Jun 13310700 6740 5420 Salmon sf nr Krassel 
Salmon/Jnsn 
17-Jun 13313000 6230 4530Cr at Yel Pine 
Salmon/Lil 
17-Jun 13316500 12600 9440Salm at Riggins 
17-Jun 13317000 130000 96000 Salmon 
17-Jun 13297450 465 403 Salmon/L nr Clayton 
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Boul 
17-Jun 13298000 4020 2820 Salmon ef nr Clayton 
Salmon B Yn 
17-Jun 13296500 10500 7950Fk nr Clayton 
Salmon b Val 
17-Jun 13295500 5650 4720Cr at Stanley 
17-Jun 13308500 3320 2520 Salmon Mf nr Capehn 
Salmon Ynk 
17-Jun 13296000 4900 2750 Fk nr Clayton 
17-Jun 13298500 17300 12200 Salmon nr Challis 
18-Jun 13307000 25700 21000 Salmon nr Shoup 
19-Jun 13239000 4950 3950 Payette 
24-Jun 13246000 7650 6850 Payette Nf nr Banks 
27-Jun 13245000 6160 6030 Payette Nf at Cascade 
Weiser W 
1975 15-May 13251300 83 73 Branc nr Tamarac 
Malheur/Burn 
17-May 13275000 1180 1154t 
18-Jun 13330500 1540 1402 lmn/Bear Cr nrWallowa 
4-Jul 13298000 3040 2820 Salmon Ef nr Clayton 
6-Jul 13305000 1990 1820Salmon 
Salmon/Lem 
6-Jul 13305000 1990 1820hi nr Lemhi 
C'water/Blm 
1977 14-Dec 13341300 120 120Cr nr Bovil 
Malheur/Burn 
1978 28-Apr 13275000 1880 1154t 
lmnaha/Deer 
28-Apr 13291400 14 13.5Cr nr lmnaha 
1979 13-Feb 13277000 1040 871 Powder at Baker 
Weiser/Lost 
1980 29-Apr 13254500 671 525Cr Tamarac 
1982 21-Feb 13286700 4090 2678Powder Richland 
22-Feb 13266000 21000 19300 Weiser nr Weiser 
23-Feb 13290450 87800 77200 Snake Main HC Dam 
Salmon b Yn 
20-Jun 1329650 7950 7950Fk nr Clayton 
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Water Month/ Gage No. Discharge 10 yr Rf. Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
Payette/Ded 
23-Jun 13236500 2130 2100w R bl Ded Res 
1983 6-May 13172500 32400 31900 Snake Main Murphy 
29-May 13235000 6840 6350 Payette Sf at Lowman 
30-May 13186000 7960 6840 Boise Sf nr Feathville 
Payette/Ded 
1-Jun 13236500 2440 2100w R bl Ded Res 
12-Jun 13190500 7760 7570 Boise 
1984 17-Mar 13286700 3390 2678Powder Richland 
19-Apr 13213100 57900 55020 Snake Main Nyssa 
20-Apr 13269000 80000 Snake Main at Weiser 
8-May 13290450 784000 77200 Snake Main HCDam 
30-May 13330500 1450 1402 lmn/Bear Cr nrWallowa 
31-May 13336500 38000 37500 Clearwater 
16-Jun 13172500 35300 31900 Snake Main Murphy 
21-Jun 13305000 2430 1820Salmon 
Salmon/Lem 
21-Jun 13305000 2430 1820 hi Lemhi 
.29-Jun 13330000 2270 2147 Lostine nr Lostine 
1986 19-Feb 13181000 41400 27500 Owyhee Rome 
21-Feb 13172500 33700 31900 Snake Main Murphy 
23-Feb 13286700 3830 2678Powder Richland 
Grande 
23-Feb 13319000 7830 6077 Ronde 
Grande 
23-Feb 13332500 22000 15700Ronde 
Grande 
23-Feb 13333000 28500 27940Ronde 
23-Feb 13342450 3380 2960 Clearwater 
24-Feb 13200000 4160 3650Boise 
25-Feb 13183000 20900 201800wyhee 
25-Feb 13184000 21100 20840 Owyhee 
25-Feb 13269000 78500 73700 Snake Main Weiser 
28-Feb 13290450 78600 77200 Snake Main HCDam 
1-Mar 13239000 4040 3950 Payette 
8-Mar 13289960 3590 2440 Wildhorse/Brown 
29-May 13297355 755 637Salmon 
30-May 13186000 6900 6840Boise 
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Water Month/ Gage No. Discharge 10 yr RL Description 
Year Day Sub-basin 
Payette/Lk 
30-May 13240000 2070 2050Fk nr Jumbo 
31-May 13311000 394 299 Salmon Ef/Sf at Stibnite 
1-Jun 13302500 15000 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
1-Jun 13317000 97200 96000 Salmon 
1-Jun 13190500 9530 7570Boise 
1-Jun 13235000 7290 6350 Payette 
Salmon b Yn 
6-Jun 13296500 8540 7950Fk nr Clayton 
1989 12<-Mar 13286700 3240 2678Powder Richland 
1992 13-May 13341050 103000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
1993 18-Mar 13181000 55700 27500 Owyhee Rome 
21-Mar 13286700 2800 2750Powder Richland 
24-Mar 13214000 6090 5369 Malhuer 
25-Mar 13266000 21700 19300 Weiser nr Weiser 
1996 30-Nov 13340000 80000 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
Clearwater/L 
30-Nov 13339500 4210 4000010 nr Greer 
30-Nov 13340600 37500 29200 Clearwater nf nr Can Ran 
7-Feb 13338500 12100 11800 Clearwater 
Clearwater 
7-Feb 13338500 12100 11800Sf at Stites 
Grande 
9-Feb 13333000 51800 27940Ronde 
Clearwater/L 
9-Feb 13339500 5990 4000olo C nr Greer 
Clearwater 
9-Feb 13340600 31000 29200Nf nr Can Ran 
9-Feb 13342450 5010 2960 Clearwater 
9-Feb 13345000 14600 7520 Palouse nr Potlatch 
17-May 13186000 7140 6840Boise 
18-May 13295000 1740 1570Salmon 
18-May 13310700 5690 5420 Salmon Sf nr Krassel 
18-May 13235000 6530 6350 Payette 
18-May 13239000 4570 3950 Payette 
18-May 13258500 8850 8720Weiser 
Salmon/Tho 
8-Jun 13297330 340 332m Cr nr Clayton 
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Salmon/Jhsn 
8-Jun 13313000 4560 4530Cr at Yel Pine 
9-Jun 13235000 7150 6350 Payette 
9-Jun 13311000 344 299 Salmon Ef/Sf at Stibnite 
10-Jun 13302500 16000 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
Grande 
1997 1-Jan 13333000 36700 27940Ronde 
Salmon/Lil 
1-Jan 13316500 10500 9440Salm at Riggins 
1-Jan 13185000 12800 11300 Boise Twin Spr 
1-Jan 13342450 3190 2960 Clearwater 
1-Jan 13258500 22800 8720Weiser 
1-Jan 13238000 19100 13400 Payette nr Banks 
1-Jan 13251500 1520 885Weiser at Tamarac 
1-Jan 13257000 2340 1490Weiser nr Mesa 
1-Jan 13258500 22800 8720Weiser nr Camb 
Weiser/Pine 
1-Jan 13260000 970 557Cr nr Camb 
1-Jan 13261000 2230 1340Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
1-Jan 13345000 8400 7520 Palouse nr Potlatch 
2-Jan 13181000 35600 275000wyhee Rome 
2-Jan 13290450 103000 77200 Snake Main HCDam 
2-Jan 13200000 4590 3650Boise 
2-Jan 13247500 24400 20200 Payette 
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2-Jan 13249500 30500 22000 Payette 
2-Jan 13251000 32000 20700 Payette 
2-Jan 13266000 34500 19300 Weiser 
2-Jan 13266000 34500 19800 Weiser nr Weiser 
3-Jan 13269000 84100 73700 Snake Main at Weiser 
Clearwater/Lo 
24-Apr 13339500 4210 400010 nr Greer 
Salmon Thom 
15-May 13297330 442 332p nr Clayton 
17-May 13310700 6090 5420 Salmon Sf nr Krassel 
17-May 13186000 8030 6840Boise 
17-May 13340000 84700 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
17-May 13340600 36200 29200 Clearwater Nf nr Can Ran 
17-May 13235000 6680 6350 Payette 
17-May 13337000 30500 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
18-May 13317000 101000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
18-May 13239000 4320 3950 Payette 
10-Jun 13295000 1760 1570Salmon 
11-Jun 13302500 15900 14600 Salmon 
17-Jun 13172500 40300 31900 Snake Main Murphy 
1998 28-May 13269000 78700 73700 Snake Main at Weiser 
29-May 13290450 94000 77200 Snake Main HCOam 
1999 30-May 13239000 4270 3950 Payette 
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Year Month/Day Gage No. Discharge 10 yr RI Sub-basin Description 
1948 27-May 13313000 4620 4530 Salmon/Jhnsn C at Yel Pine 
28-May 13332500 18300 15700 Grande Ronde Rondowa 
28-May 13314000 23000 Salmon Sf nr Warren 
28-May 13292000 5700 5648 lmnaha at lmnaha 
29-May 13317000 101000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
29-May 13342500 177000 Clearwater at Spalding 
29-May 13315000 82800 82800 Salmon nr Frnch Cr 
29-May 13340500 27400 23000 Clearwater Nf at Bungalow 
29-May 13337500 3700 3050 Clearwater Sf nr Elk City 
29-May 13337000 34600 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
29-May 13339000 99000 76500 Clearwater at Kamia 
29-May 13338000 12600 7990 Clearwater Sf nr Grangev 
1949 16-May 13342500 123000 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
16-May 13340500 23500 23000 Clearwater Nf at Bungalow 
16-May 13337000 29600 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
16-May 13313000 4610 4530 Salmon/Jhnsn C at Yel Pine 
1952 27-Apr 13186500 1180 1180 Boise/Lime Crk nr Bennett 
27-Apr 13187000 1150 838 Boise/Fall Crk Andsn Ran 
27-Apr 13190500 8590 7570 sf Boise And.R.Dam 
27-Apr 13254500 585 525 Weiser/Lost Cr Tamarac 
27-Apr 13315500 395 334 Salmon/Mud Ck nr Tamarac 
28-Apr 13290000 89700 71000 Snake Main at Oxbow 
29-Apr 13269000 84500 73700 Snake Main at Weiser 
1955 22-Dec 13318500 3720 3586 Grande Ronde Hilgard 
22-Dec 13251500 1320 885 Weiser at Tamarac 
22-Dec 13257000 1710 1490 Weiser Mf nr Mesa 
22-Dec 13258500 10100 8720 Weiser nr Camb 
22-Dec 13315500 393 334 Salmon/Mud Cr nr Tamarac 
23-Dec 13200000 5440 3650 Boise/Mores Crk A Rob nrAr 
23-Dec 13200500 163 147 Boise/Robie Crk nr Arr Dam 
1956 24-May 13275500 1340 1246 Powder nr Baker 
24-May 13186000 7580 6840 Boise/Sf Boise Featherville 
24-May 13205000 7050 6530 Payette/Sf at Lowman 
24-May 13237500 9980 8930 Payette Sf nr Gard Val 
24-May 13238000 13400 13400 Payette nr Banks 
24-May 13317000 106000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
24-May 13315000 88600 82800 Salmon nr Fr. Crk 
24-May 13308500 2980 2520 Salmon Mf nr Capehn 
24-May 13296500 10300 7950 Salmon/B Yn Fk nr Clayton 
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24-May 13295000 2000 15700 SalmonNal Cr at Stanley 
24-May 13337000 28500 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
24-May 13339000 77800 76500 Cleawater at Kamia 
25-May 13190500 9850 7570 sf Boise And.R.Dam 
25-May 13298500 15400 12200 Salmon nr Challis 
25-May 13302500 16500 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
26-May 13307000 24900 21000 Salmon nr Shoup 
27-May 13295500 5070 4720 Salmon/bl Val Cr at Stanley 
1957 26-Feb 13275000 2190 1154 Malheur/Burnt Huntington 
26-Feb 13207000 244 209 Boise/Spr Val Cr nr Eagle 
26-Feb 13261000 1480 1340 Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
23-May 13290500 76700 72100 Snake Main nr Joseph 
1964 8-Jun 13342500 141000 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
8-Jun 13339000 103000 76500 Clearwater at Kamia 
8-Jun 13316800 471 279 Sal/nf Skookum nr White Bd 
8-Jun 13338500 17500 11800 Clearwater Sf at Stites 
8-Jun 13337000 35100 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
8-Jun 13337500 4040 3050 Clearwater Sf nr Elk City 
1965 22-Dec 13275000 2220 1154 Malheur/Burnt Huntington 
22-Dec 13261000 1480 1340 Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
23-Dec 13214000 12000 5369 Malheur nr Drewsey 
23-Dec 13333000 42200 27940 Grande Ronde Troy 
23-Dec 13185000 18800 11300 Boise Twin Spr 
23-Dec 13200000 5360 3650 Boise/Mores Crk A Rob n Ar 
23-Dec 13200500 226 14 7 Boise/Robie Crk nr Arr Dam 
23-Dec 13238000 20800 13400 Payette nr Banks 
23-Dec 13247500 27000 20200 Payette sf nr Horsesh 
23-Dec 13341050 102000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
23-Dec 13341300 151 120 Clearwater/Bl Cr nr Bovil 
23-Dec 13342500 122000 122000 Clearwater at Spalding 
23-Dec 13340500 24700 23000 Clearwater Nf at Bungalo 
24-Dec 13181000 33500 27500 Owyhee Rome 
24-Dec 13332500 17900 15700 Grande Ronde Rondowa 
24-Dec 13172500 38300 36200 Snake Main Murphy 
24-Dec 13178000 7530 4010 Owyhee/Jar Crk Jordan Val. 
26-Dec 13290500 80800 72100 Snake Main nrJoseph 
29-Jan 13333000 33100 27940 Grande Ronde Troy 
29-Jan 13200500 274 14 7 Boise/Robie Crk nr Arr Dam 
29-Jan 13341500 16000 11100 C'Wtr/Ef Potlatc nr Bovil 
30-Jan 13319000 14100 6077 Grande Ronde La Grande 
30-Jan 13332500 24700 15700 Grande Ronde Rondowa 
31-Jan 13286700 3470 2678 Powder Richland 
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20-Apr 13251500 996 885 Weiser at Tamarac 
20-Apr 13341300 134 1210 C'water/Blm Cr nr Bovil 
20-Apr 13341400 1140 1110 C'Wtr/Ef Potlatc nr Bovil 
22-Apr 13200000 4330 3650 Boise/Mores Crk A Rob n Ar 
22-Apr 13254500 577 525 Weiser/Lost Cr Tamarac 
22-Apr 13274200 1530 1414 Burnt nr Brdgport 
1971 25-Jun 13330000 2290 214 7 Lostine nr Lostine 
26-Jun 13295000 1650 1570 Salmon 
26-Jun 13240000 2770 2050 Payette 
26-Jun 13295000 1650 1570 SalmonNal Cr at Stanley 
27-Jun 13305000 1960 1860 Salmon 
27-Jun 13247500 20400 20200 Payette nr Horsesh 
27-Jun 13251000 20800 20700 Payette 
27-Jun 13236500 2100 2100 Payette/Dedw R bl Ded Res 
27-Jun 13305000 1960 1820 Salmon/Lemhi nr Lemhi 
28-Jun 13245000 7240 6030 Payette Nf at Cascade 
29-Jun 13246000 8060 6850 Payette Nf nr Banks 
1972 31-May 13297350 42 30 SalmonBruno nr Clayton 
1-Jun 13341050 101000 99900 Clearwater 
1-Jun 13341050 101000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
1-Jun 13297450 570 403 Salmon/L Boul nr Clayton 
2-Jun 13317000 100000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
2-Jun 13336500 43400 37500 Clearwater 
2-Jun 13337000 31800 28100 Clearwater 
2-Jun 13340000 87300 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
1974 16-Jan 13290190 6810 5780 Pine Crk/Oxbow 
16-Jan 13316500 9700 9440 Salmon/Lil Salm at Riggins 
16-Jan 13345000 10100 7520 Palouse nr Potlatch 
5-Jun 13310700 5510 5420 Salmon sf nr Krassel 
5-Jun 13337000 30000 28100 Clearwater 
5-Jun 13330000 2550 2147 Lostine nr Lostine 
15-Jun 13330500 17300 1402 lmn/Bear Cr nr Wallowa 
16-Jun 13297330 332 332 Salmon/Thom nr Clayton 
16-Jun 13297355 694 637 Salmon 
16-Jun 13336500 43100 37500 Clearwater 
16-Jun 13337000 32000 28100 Clearwater 
16-Jun 13340000 85800 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
16-Jun 13340600 32300 29200 Clearwater nf nr Can.Ran 
16-Jun 13341050 127000 99900 Clearwater 
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16-Jun 13342500 131000 122000 Clearwater 
16-Jun 13235000 8980 6350 Payette 
16-Jun 13240000 2710 2050 Payette/ Lk Fk nr Jumbe 
16-Jun 13306500 3050 2980 Salmon/Pan. Cr nr Shoup 
16-Jun 13341050 127000 99900 Clearwater nr Peck 
17-Jun 13302500 17700 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
17-Jun 13310700 6740 5420 Salmon sf nr Krassel 
17-Jun 13313000 6230 4530 Salmon/Jnsn Cr at Yel Pine 
17-Jun 13316500 12600 9440 Salmon/Lil Salm at Riggins 
17-Jun 13317000 130000 96000 Salmon 
17-Jun 13297450 465 403 Salmon/L Boul nr Clayton 
17-Jun 13298000 4020 2820 Salmon ef nr Clayton 
17-Jun 13296500 10500 7950 Salmon B Yn Fk nr Clayton 
17-Jun 13295500 5650 4720 Salmon b Val Cr at Stanley 
17-Jun 13308500 3320 2520 Salmon Mf nr Capehn 
17-Jun 13296000 4900 2750 Salmon Ynk Fk nr Clayton 
17-Jun 13298500 17300 12200 Salmon nr Challis 
18-Jun 13307000 25700 21000 Salmon nr Shoup 
19-Jun 13239000 4950 3950 Payette 
1982 21-Feb 13286700 4090 2678 Powder Richland 
22-Feb 13266000 21000 19300 Weiser nr Weiser 
23-Feb 13290450 87800 77200 Snake Main HCDam 
1983 6-May 13172500 32400 31900 Snake Main Murphy 
1984 19-Apr 13213100 57900 55020 Snake Main Nyssa 
20-Apr 13269000 80000 Snake Main at Weiser 
8-May 13290450 784000 77200 Snake Main HCDam 
16-Jun 13172500 35300 31900 Snake Main Murphy 
1986 19-Feb 13181000 41400 27500 Owyhee Rome 
21-Feb 13172500 33700 31900 Snake Main Murphy 
23-Feb 13286700 3830 2678 Powder Richland 
23-Feb 13319000 7830 6077 Grande Ronde 
23-Feb 13332500 22000 15700 Grande Ronde 
23-Feb 13333000 28500 27940 Grande Ronde 
23-Feb 13342450 3380 2960 Clearwater 
24-Feb 13200000 4160 3650 Boise 
25-Feb 13183000 20900 20180 Owyhee 
25-Feb 13184000 21100 20840 Owyhee 
25-Feb 13269000 78500 73700 Snake Main Weiser 
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28-Feb 13290450 78600 77200 Snake Main HC Dam 
1-Mar 13239000 4040 3950 Payette 
29-May 13297355 755 637 Salmon 
30-May 13186000 6900 6840 Boise 
30-May 13240000 2070 2050 Payette/Lk Fk nr Jumbo 
31-May 13311000 394 299 Salmon Ef/Sf at Stibnite 
1-Jun 13302500 15000 14600 Salmon at Salmon 
1-Jun 13317000 97200 96000 Salmon 
1-Jun 13190500 9530 7570 Boise 
1996 9-Feb 13333000 51800 27940 Grande Ronde 
9-Feb 13339500 5990 4000 Clearwater/Lolo C nr Greer 
9-Feb 13340600 31000 29200 Clearwater Nf nr Can Ran 
9-Feb 13342450 5010 2960 Clearwater 
9-Feb 13345000 14600 7520 Palouse nr Potlatch 
17-May 13186000 7140 6840 Boise 
18-May 13295000 1740 1570 Salmon 
18-May 13310700 5690 5420 Salmon Sf nr Krassel 
18-May 13235000 6530 6350 Payette 
18-May 13239000 4570 3950 Payette 
18-May 13258500 8850 8720 Weiser 
1997 1-Jan 13333000 36700 27940 Grande Ronde 
1-Jan 13316500 10500 9440 Salmon/Lil Salm at Riggins 
1-Jan 13185000 12800 11300 Boise Twin Spr 
1-Jan 13342450 3190 2960 Clearwater 
1-Jan 13258500 22800 8720 Weiser 
1-Jan 13238000 19100 13400 Payette nr Banks 
1-Jan 13251500 1520 885 Weiser at Tamarac 
1-Jan 13257000 2340 1490 Weiser nr Mesa 
1-Jan 13258500 22800 8720 Weiser nr Camb 
1-Jan 13260000 970 557 Weiser/Pine Cr nr Camb 
1-Jan 13261000 2230 1340 Weiser/ Little nr Ind Val 
1-Jan 13345000 8400 7520 Palouse nr Potlatch 
2-Jan 13181000 35600 27500 Owyhee Rome 
2-Jan 13290450 103000 77200 Snake Main HC Dam 
2-Jan 13200000 4590 3650 Boise 
2-Jan 13247500 24400 20200 Payette 
2-Jan 13249500 30500 22000 Payette 
2-Jan 13251000 32000 20700 Payette 
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2-Jan 13266000 34500 19300 Weiser 
2-Jan 13266000 34500 19800 Weiser nr Weiser 
3-Jan 13269000 84100 73700 Snake Main at Weiser 
17-May 13310700 6090 5420 Salmon Sf nr Krassel 
17-May 13186000 8030 6840 Boise 
17-May 13340000 84700 77800 Clearwater at Orofino 
17-May 13340600 36200 29200 Clearwater Nf nr Can Ran 
17-May 13235000 6680 6350 Payette 
17-May 13337000 30500 28100 C'wtr/Lochsa nr Lowell 
18-May 13317000 101000 96000 Salmon at White Bd 
18-May 13239000 4320 3950 Payette 
1998 28-May 13269000 78700 73700 Snake Main at Weiser 
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Oa1e1 are reported as RC YBP (radiocarbon years before present , 
·present· = 19,;oA.O.). By International convention , Hie mOdern 
reference standard was 95% of the C 14 content of the NatJOnal 
Bureau of Slandaros· Oxahc Acid & calcu!ated using the Libby C t4 
half life (5568 years, . Quoted errors represent 1 standard de111at1on 
stattshcs (68% probab1!1ty) & are based on combined measurements 
of the 11mple. background and modern reference standards 
Me11ur&o C 13/C12 ratio~ were c11culated relatrve to the POB~1 
1n(ernahona1 standard and the RCYBP ages were normahzed to 
-25 per mil lf the ratio and age are accompanied by an('") . then the 
C t3/C12 11alue was estimated. based on values typical of the 
matenal type. The quoted results are NOT calibrated to calendar 
years . Calibration to caleno1;r years shouJd be calculated using 
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Datea are repor1ed as RCYBP ( rae2 1ocut>on years before present . 
·present' e 1950A 0 .). By International convention . the modern 
reference standard was 95% of the C14 content of the National 
Bureau of Standards Oxalic Acid & calculated using the Libby C 14 
half life (5568 years ) Quoted errors represenl I sta ndard deviation 
statistics (68% probability) & are based on combined measuremenrs 
o1 the sample . backgrouna . ana modern refe rence standards 
. :; ·, t.:111: .•n.1: 
··.111-· °'- 1>11, •, :;o i "<' ll \! '_1.' i ~, 
Measured C13/C12 ratios were calculated relative to the POB-1 
internattonal atandard and the RCYBP ages were normah.zed to 
~25 per mil If the ratio ana age are accompamed by an<·). then the 
C13/C12 value was estimated. based on values typical of the 
matenal type The Quoted results are NOT cahb,ated to ea~ndar 
years . Cahbralion 10 calendar years shouk1 be calcu lated using 
the Convenhonal C 14 age 
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Oates are reported 1s RCVBP (rad1ourt:>on yeau, before preM!nt . 
"present· = l9"'0A.D.) By lnternat,onal convention . the mooe,n 
reference standard was 95% of the C 1 <4 content of the Nat,onal 
Bureau of Standards ' Oxahc Acid & calculated using the Libby CU 
half life (5568 yea111. Quoted errors represent 1 standard dev1at1on 
stat11t1ca (68% probab1illy) & are based on combined measurements 
of the 1amp11. background. and modern reference 1tandard1 
Measured C13/C12 ratios were calculated relahve to the POB~1 
,nternat1onal standard and the RCVBP age1 were normalized to 
~25 per m,1. If the rallo and age are accompanied by an ("') . then the 
C 13/C 12 value was estimated, based on values typ1Qll of the 
material type. The quoted results are NOT calibrated to calendar 
years. Calibration to calendar years should be calculated using 
the Conventional CI <4 age . 
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105 5 % +1. 0 5 °00 modem 
ANAL YSYS A\1S-Standard dehverv 
\1A TERIAL!PRETREA TMENT \ charred material I ac1dialkalliac1d 
2 SIGMA C AUBRA TION (post AD I 9501 
Reixm Date: 5/10/00 
Matenal Received 
-l3E/12C --- --------Eom'ffltional---
Ratio Radiocarbon Age(*) 
-27.6 oloo 1056%+!.Q 5 %modem 
Beta-142051 310+/-40BP -2J2o/oo 
SAMPLE SCB-1162 340 +/. 40 BP 
ANAL YSYS _ AMS-Standard delivery 
MA TERIALiPRETREA TMEt-.T (charred matenall ac1dialkah/ac1d 
2 SIGMA CALIBRATION Cal AD l4'i0 to 1650 (Cal BP 500 to 3001 
Dr. Lisa L. Ely 
Central Washington University 
Sample Data 
Beta. 143718 
SA\1PLE STS 57 
ANALYSIS AMS-Standard defiverv 
~leasurrd 
Radic)(arbon .-\ge 
4070 40 BP 
12( 
Ratio 
-26 9 oioo 
Report Date: 7ilt2000 
Matenal Received: 5/31/2000 
Conventional 
Radiocarbon Age(*) 
4040 +!. 40 BP 
\1A TERI AL PRETREA T\{ENT torf!an1c sed1meno aC1d washes 
1 2 SIGMA CALIBRATION Cal BC 28J'i to 2830 /Cal BP 478'i to 47&0) AND Cal BC 2645 to 2470 <Cal BP 4595 to 44 .. 0) 
NOTE Three additional hold · pendin~ mstruct1ons 
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ll«a - 14 nt 7 
S.\J,,fPI l' STS S6 
ANALYSIS AMS-Stmdard Jehvery 
t..fe.asured 
Radkx:aroon A1;e 
MATUUAL'l"Kl:TRcATMl:1' r (orjfAnlC sediment>: aad -she$ 
2 S1GM1, CAlmRA no,, CAI ac 67<JC1 l(\6:'i60(C.al BP 81\'iO 1o&5rn1 
!'.lC/l2C 
Ratio 
Report Date: 9/26/00 




Bela-143719 5JJO .... 411111' 
SAYPI.F. STS 61 
ANAL ¥SIS AMS-Standard delivery 
MATCIU.\L'PRfTREAT\IE1'T forgamc >d1menti a,:,1d wa,1'16 
2 Sl<.iMA CALLURA 110.'< Cal UC J9Q!l to llll O (Cal UP Wl<I IO ~861.)1 
Dr Lisa I Elv 




-\1'1\L\SI~ :\M.'S-~tandurd dci1,cn, 
Measured 
Radioc.arbrn1 1\gt' 
MATERIAliPIUITREATMENT 1\/fgaru~ 5eJimentt a,i<J v.u.,tx,,; 
.24 8 0•00 
BC/12C 
Ratio 
.27 4 a,'oo 
: SIGMA(' Al lflRI\ flON Cal llC 11'~ 10 Cal AD :J< (Cal BP :115 to i?l 51 
'<Ort Mnf'K'.' S fSJ.f;~ could not be an.a Iv zed and ""'s cancelled 
Report Date :i I 7 00 
Convention.ii 
Radin1:arbtm Age(•) 
1960 Mil Ii/' 
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